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Delay Tolerant Network ( D T N ) refers to sparse mobile ad-hoc 
networks w i t h in termi t tent inter-node connectivity. Mul t ip le-
copy rout ing is commonly used to cope w i t h the in termi t tent 
connect iv i ty in such type of networks. Pr ior research has ana-
lyzed the performance of mult iple-copy rout ing in DTNs under 
various s impl i fy ing assumptions which may not be val id in prac-
tice. I n this thesis, we extend the previous studies by considering 
two addit ional, impor tant factors: (1) the communicat ion band-
w id th and buffering constraints of the D T N nodes and (2) the 
heterogeneous mobi l i t y of nodes w i t h i n a D T N . 
We first investigate the effect of excessive message-replications 
in mult iple-copy rout ing in DTNs under communicat ion band-
w id th and buffer constraints. By modeling the message delivery 
process as a Markov chain, we analyt ical ly derive the delivery 
latency as a funct ion of message-replication l im i t for the single-
message-delivery case. The performance of the multi-message-
delivery case is then evaluated via extensive simulations. For 
the lat ter, we observe that there is an opt imal value for the 
i 
message-replication l im i t of each message beyond which network 
performance w i l l degrade. Final ly, we propose an al ternat ive 
forwarding and message-dropping strategy to improve the basic 
F IFO-w i th -B lock ing strategy. Our results show tha t the average 
message delivery delay can be reduced by as much as 25% w i t h 
the proposed scheme. 
I n the 2nd part of the thesis, we analyze the behavior of D T N s 
w i t h heterogeneous nodes using bo th continuous t ime Markov 
chain ( C T M C ) and F lu id Flow Approx imat ion (FFA) models. 
To improve the accuracy of the FFA model, moment closure 
methods are also extended to cover the heterogeneous-node case. 
Based on these approaches, we can characterize quant i ta t ive ly 
the trade-offs between message-delivery delay and the penetra-
t ion rat io of fast-moving "super nodes". Our results show that 
the performance of D T N s can change signif icantly when the 
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I n Mobi le ad hoc networking ( M A N E T ) , network nodes w i l l ex-
perience in termi t ten t end-to-end connect iv i ty when node den-
sity is too low. This s i tuat ion can be typ ical ly found in many 
real wor ld appl icat ion scenarios such as sensor networks and ve-
hicular ad hoc networks. Delay Tolerant Network ing ( D T N ) 
introduces a novel message oriented store-and-forward network-
ing model for such k ind of in termi t ten t ly connected M A N E T . 
The introduced model is similar to Emai l system where a data 
message can be stored persistently in relay node dur ing out-
going l ink d isrupt ion and is forwarded when the l ink becomes 
active. Thus the introduced model allows asynchronous com-
municat ion even if contemporaneous connected end-to-end path 
does not exist. 
One major problem of D T N is to cope w i t h long delivery de-
lay under non-determinist ic in termi t tent connectivity. Numer-
ous previous work has proposed mult iple-copy rout ing strategies, 
such as Epidemic Rout ing (ER) [53], to cope w i t h this problem. 
This type of strategies adopts redundancy to trade for delay im-
provement. I t introduces an impor tant question as how is the 
scaling relationship between them. Add i t iona l questions also 
arise such as what are the better repl ication strategy and buffer 
management strategy for effective message copies dissemination 
and forwarding. 
1 
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Some pr ior work [46, 48, 56, 19, 16，30, 45，8, 1] has been 
invest igat ing on these questions for D T N under some par t icu lar 
models and strategies. They have devised some copy- l im i t ing 
mul t ip le-copy rou t i ng strategies such as Source Spraying and 
B ina ry Spraying [48] and formula ted the Markov chain model 
and F l u i d F low A p p r o x i m a t i o n (FFA) for model ing dif ferent 
mul t ip le-copy rou t i ng strategies [56, 19, 16, 30，45, 1]. How-
ever, most previous work l im i ts the analysis model by ignor ing 
network node heterogeneity and resource constraints. Fai lure 
to capture the two factors great ly reduces the app l icab i l i ty of 
the i r models on resembling the real wor ld scenarios. For exam-
ple, the previous Markov chain models excluding the resource 
constraints should give an overopt imist ic result t han actual sce-
narios. Therefore fur ther work is needed on adopt ing the two 
factors in to exist ing analysis model. 
I n th is thesis, we per formed investigations on two topics: 
(1) forward ing, repl icat ion and buffer management strategies 
under D T N w i t h resource constraints and (2) performance mod-
el ing of mul t ip le-copy rou t ing under D T N w i t h heterogeneous 
node types. The two invest igat ing topics extended the previous 
work by incorpora t ing the above two missing factors in to their 
models. They improve the previous models by inc lud ing some 
ignored factors in real wor ld scenarios tha t may have signif icant 
influences on performance model ing. I n par t icu lar , accuracy of 
the approx imat ion methods adopted in previous work such as 
F lu id F low App rox ima t i on (FFA) can be impacted by hetero-
geneity set t ing which does not happen in homogeneous case. I n 
addi t ion, Per forming fur ther investigations on the consequences 
caused by the changes increases our understanding on the im-
pacts brought by two considering factors to some network ing 
performance metr ics and strategies. I t can allow more effective 
improvements on exist ing strategies and network design. 
We first present a brief overview on the two invest igat ing 
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topics and the context of the results. 
Forwarding, Replication and Buffer Manage-
ment Strategies of DTN with Resource Con-
straints 
I t is known tha t most of the previous models [48, 19, 16, 45] do 
not take network resource constraints into consideration. They 
assume a single-message-delivery i model in formulat ing the 
Markov chain model. Their results on delay only denote the 
lower bound values which are overly-opt imist ic. 
I n this topic, the first result established is the evaluation 
on delay performance of three mult iple-copy rout ing strategies 
namely Epidemic Rout ing (ER), Source Spraying (SS) and Bi-
nary Spraying (BS). The results do not take resource constraints 
into consideration which is same as the previous work. Thus 
they are served as the lower bound reference on delay perfor-
mance metr ic to compare w i t h the results of the cases under 
resource constrained settings. 
Resource constraints under our consideration include l im i t ing 
the node buffer size for relaying messages and node communi-
cation bandwid th for forwarding messages. Imposing resource 
constraints on the model rises the importance of forwarding 
and buffer management strategies. Forwarding strategies are 
defined as the way to arrange the forwarding order of al l mes-
sages in buffer and buffer management strategies are defined 
as the way to handle the messages in buffer when i t becomes 
ful l . We compare two different forwarding and buffer manage-
ment strategies: First In First Out w i t h Blocking (F IFO-wi th-
Blocking) and Round Robin Forwardings Sharing w i t h Random-
Drop (RRFS-wi th-RandomDrop) for investigating the impacts 
iQnly one single message is going to be delivered within a DTN, its definition is shown 
in Section 3.3 
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of the two strategies on delay. However, i t is found d i f f icu l t to 
extend the previous Markov chain model t o incorporate al l the 
changes. Thus the impacts of the imposed constraints and the 
adopted strategies are evaluated by extensive simulat ions. 
Source Spraying (SS) is the selected mul t ip le-copy rou t i ng 
strategy for s imula t ion evaluat ion under resource constrained 
sett ing, the resul t ing relat ionship between delay and repl icat ion-
l i m i t is examined and compared against the result for the set t ing 
w i t h o u t resource constraints. The result shows tha t delay is gen-
eral ly higher and an op t ima l rep l ica t ion- l imi t can exist when re-
source constraints exist. Delay performance difference between 
two fo rward ing and buffer management strategies also shows 
thei r impor tance under resource constrained sett ing. To Sum 
up, the results in th is par t i l lust rate t ha t resource constraints 
can have a strong impact on mul t ip le-copy rou t ing strategies 
as wel l as the corresponding forward ing and buffer management 
strategies in D T N . 
Multiple-copy Routing under Heterogeneous 
Node Model 
Previous work [56, 19, 16, 30, 1] uses Markov chain model and 
F l u i d F low App rox ima t i on (FFA) to evaluate the delay perfor-
mance of mul t ip le-copy rou t ing strategies under homogeneous 
node sett ing. They assume al l network nodes un i fo rmly fol low 
one set of parameters in their model formulat ion. We there-
fore consider a heterogeneous sett ing where network nodes are 
d iv ided into two types. They are named as super nodes and 
normal nodes where the former type is superior in per forming 
messages relaying. 
One popular mob i l i t y model, the Random Direct ion mob i l i t y 
model, is being revised specifically for the two heterogeneous 
node types model. Revisions on reformulat ing the continuous 
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t ime Markov chain ( C T M C ) model, F lu id Flow Approx imat ion 
(FFA) and Moment Closure Methods have also been taken. The 
extended models for two heterogeneous node types model is 
capable of model ing more generalized D T N sett ing comprises 
nodes w i t h heterogeneous behaviors. I t allows more detai l rev-
elat ion on delay behavior of such D T N settings. 
The extended models have been used to explore the relation-
ship between delay and super node penetrat ion rat io under a 
diverge set of parameter settings. For the approximat ion meth-
ods, the impact of changing node heterogeneity on the model ing 
error has also been investigated. 
The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows: we w i l l 
f irst provide a background overview on the exist ing work in D T N 
in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3, we present the impacts of resource 
constraints on forwarding, repl icat ion and buffer management 
strategies in D T N . Chapter 4 w i l l present the revisions on perfor-
mance model ing of mult iple-copy rout ing under heterogeneous 
node model. Final ly, Chapter 5 concludes this thesis w i t h some 
possible future work. 
• End of chapter. 
Chapter 2 
Background Study 
I n th is chapter, we present a survey on Delay Tolerant Network-
ing ( D T N ) . D T N is an overlay network where its reference im-
p lementat ion model has been suggested in a number of internet 
draf ts such as [7, 44，51]. Instead of per forming an end-to-end 
packet based data transfer, D T N uses a message oriented store-
and-forward network ing model such tha t a data message can be 
stored in a relay persistently to wai t for forwarding. The com-
municat ion bandw id th can be v i r tua l l y created under this net-
work ing model even if a contemporaneous end-to-end pa th does 
not exist. Th is allows an asynchronous communicat ion model 
which can be found useful in the sparse M A N E T scenarios. 
A l t hough D T N is first mot ivated by the Interp lanetary Inter-
net to cope w i t h the long dura t ion l ink d isrupt ion caused by stel-
lar mot ion, i ts architecture is also found suitable for terrestr ia l 
network ing especially for Mobi le ad hoc network ( M A N E T ) . 
D T N has been suggested to be a more appropr iate network ing 
model for M A N E T w i t h very sparse density [20]. In part ic-
ular, some appl icat ion scenarios, including mobile sensor net-
work [22, 19, 34], vehicular ad hoc network [5] and m i l i t a ry ad 
hoc network [42] can find themselves fit to the D T N model. In 
addi t ion, a number of p i lot projects have been engaged to in-
vestigate such networking architecture. 
A common undesirabi l i ty among the D T N emerging appli-
6 
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cations is in te rmi t ten t connect iv i ty by high node mob i l i t y and 
sparse node density, therefore several strategies have been pro-
posed to improve message delivery in D T N . They include mul t ip -
le-copy rout ing strategies and buffer management strategies. A 
simple survey on the two kinds of strategies as well as D T N 
applications w i l l be presented in this chapter. 
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: we w i l l 
f irst brief ly describe the D T N reference implementat ion model 
proposed by Delay Tolerant Network Research Group. In Sec-
t ion 2.2, we present some projects and testbeds tha t making use 
of D T N networking model. Section 2.3 and 2.4 w i l l present a 
survey of the proposals related to mult iple-copy rout ing strate-
gies and buffer management strategies respectively. Section 2.5 
presents the performance modeling methods of mult iple-copy 
rout ing strategies. Final ly, Section 2.6 concludes this chapter. 
2.1 DTN Reference Implementation Model 
Delay Tolerant Network Research Group ( D T N R G ) proposes 
reference networking architecture of Delay Tolerant Network 
( D T N ) as a message oriented store-and-forward overlay above 
the t ransport layer. In this section, we w i l l f irst briefly describe 
the architecture of a D T N [7, 44, 51:. 
Network architecture 
D T N network architecture is organized hierarchically by its in-
troduced concept of regions and DTN-gateway. A region is gen-
erally used to denote a part icular network of D T N enabled nodes 
while DTN-gateways are used to interconnect the regions. Net-
work topology observed at the overlay level is only formed by 
all D T N enabled nodes in a network. 
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Bundle Protocol Layer 
Pro toco l da ta un i t of the overlay is called bundle wh ich is ag-
gregate of da ta messages f rom upper layer. B o t h proact ive and 
reactive f ragmentat ions are supported. A bundle is handled by 
the overlay for i ts rel iable delivery. The overlay layer contains 
a sub-layer named as Bundle Pro toco l Layer for p rov id ing reli-
able del ivery funct ions for the del iver ing bundles. The overlay 
also takes the responsib i l i ty to ma in ta in connect ion state and 
keep t rack of network l ink d isrupt ion. Bundles forward ing is 
on ly available at the per iod when a connect ion is established 
between two nodes. Those periods are commonly referred as 
encounters th roughout our thesis. We also refer the t ime pe-
r i od between the beginnings of two consecutive encounters as 
inter-encounter interval 
Routing and Custody Transfer 
D T N provides i ts own rou t ing protocol for message rou t ing over 
the overlay layer. W h e n D T N nodes forward a message along 
a route hop-by-hop, D T N allows upper level appl icat ions to set 
the op t ion to per form Custody Transfer forward ing which added 
the flexibility of t ransferr ing the reliable del ivery responsibi l i ty 
of bundles to the relay nodes instead of f ix ing i t to the source 
node. 
Congestion and Flow Control 
Simple congestion and flow control have been suggested in D T N 
overlay by discarding bundles to reduce the success rate of cus-
tod ian between relays and propagate the buffer ing burden to 
upstream. However, i f under ly ing t ranspor t protocol provides 
the flow contro l funct ion, an al ternat ive implementat ion of con-
gestion and flow control can be done by vary ing data reading 
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rate f rom t ranspor t layer [7] to tr igger the under ly ing flow con-
t r o l mechanism. 
Application Interface 
A D T N overlay may operate in a network tha t is suffering f rom 
non-determinist ic l ink disruptions. Appl icat ions operate on D T N 
overlay should not expect a chat ty communicat ion style like 
T C P but an asynchronous communicat ion style tha t can po-
tent ia l ly incur long delay. D T N overlay itself provides an asyn-
chronous appl icat ion interface w i t h persistent callback registra-
t ion. The design of D T N applications should also be delay-
tolerant for operat ing over potent ia l ly long durat ion network 
l ink disrupt ion. App l ica t ion data uni t for end-to-end communi-
cat ion should also be in the form of long message by temporal ly 
aggregating data bundle for min imiz ing the number of round 
t r ips required in case of acknowledgement opt ion is enabled. 
2.2 DTN Applications 
I n the context of D T N , they named the k ind of special network 
environment a t tempt ing to address as challenging networks [10 . 
A n example is the sparse M A N E T where nodes mobi l i t y causes 
t ime-varying, non-determinist ic and potent ia l ly long durat ion 
network par t i t ioning. I t is reported by some real wor ld experi-
ments that the durat ion of l ink disrupt ion can be in the order of 
minutes or hours [5, 20, 49, 50] for the sparse M A N E T formed 
by students in campus or vehicles in ci ty area. Durat ion for each 
data exchange oppor tun i ty can be ranging f rom few seconds up 
to few ten seconds [12, 5]. This type of network cannot support 
any real t ime application, but is st i l l capable of support ing some 
asynchronously operating applications that can tolerate long du-
rat ion end-to-end delay. We wi l l describe a few scenarios where 
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D T N can be found useful. 
Providing Internet Connectivity in Developing Coun-
tries 
The prevalence of communicat ion network in metropol i tan area 
is a great success based on large scale backbone network, access 
network and wireless cellular network infrastructures. A huge 
cost is involved in establishing the infrastructures and maintain-
ing their operations. Impor t ing direct ly those architectures and 
technologies for some developing regions may not be feasible 
nor match their need. As observing tha t asynchronous applica-
t ions such as voice or video messaging, e-government services, 
etc may sufficient to meet the current rura l need in developing 
world, DakNet [43] is one project being established to provide 
low cost non-real-t ime networking solut ion by the Off-The-Shelf 
W i F i technology. The project has made successful deployments 
in vil lage area of Rwanda, Cambodia, Costa Rica and India. 
Mobile Sensor Network for Habitat Monitoring 
Habi ta t field study plays an impor tant role in scientific researches. 
I t helps on gathering data of animal migrations, social interac-
t ion and inter-species interact ion^ The collected data can ben-
efit the study of wi ld l i fe science in gaining more understanding 
on general habits of w i ld animals. In real wor ld practice, GPS 
collars^ or tags w i t h communicat ion radio are mounted on an-
imals to form a mobile sensor network [22, 19]. Base stations 
are then distr ibuted on study field to collect the data of animal 
t racking record. ZebraNet i is a leading project in col laboration 
w i t h the experts in Biology to deploy power aware wireless ad 
hoc sensor network to perform novel studies on wi ldl i fe habi tat 
^ZebraNet. http://www.princeton.edu/mrm/zebranet.html 
^H.A.B.I.T. http://www.habitresearch.com 
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behavior. For instance, a ZebraNet deployment has been done 
on the zebras near Mpa la Research Centre in central Kenya^ 
Information Delivery System for Wide Area Ad Hoc 
Network 
As the pocket size devices w i t h wireless capabi l i ty become more 
popular and low price nowadays, i t rises the prospect of cre-
a t ing a wide-area i n te rm i t t en t l y connected ad hoc network for 
i n fo rma t ion del ivery [5，20]. UMassDieselNet [5] is one of the 
pioneer projects wh ich bu i l t a testbed on explor ing the char-
acterist ics of Bus-based D T N . I n addi t ion, numerous W i F i or 
B lue too th based D T N testbeds have been implemented in some 
c i ty or campus environments [50, 20]. I ts possible appl icat ions 
include t raf f ic i n fo rmat ion propagat ion for t ranspor ta t ion sys-
tem and weather/d isaster in fo rmat ion propagat ion in nat ional 
count ry park [3 . 
2.3 Multiple-copy Routing Strategies 
The experiments and analyses carried out in [8] show tha t wire-
less l inks d is rupt ion of some real wor ld mob i l i t y pat terns can 
lead to unbounded average delivery delay [17]. Since network 
l ink d is rupt ion occurrences in D T N are non-determinist ic , any 
single l ink on a pa th is susceptible to occasional long dura-
t i on d isrupt ion. Therefore multiple-copy routing is commonly 
adopted to improve delay under in te rmi t ten t connectivi ty. M u l t -
iple-copy rou t ing allows a message to have mul t ip le copies for-
warded to mul t ip le relay nodes. Then each relay node delivers 
the carry ing message copy independently toward the destina-
t ion. 
Au thors in [8] analyzed a mult ip le-copy rou t ing strategy and 
compared i t w i t h single-copy rou t ing si tuat ion. They show tha t 
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mul t ip le-copy rou t i ng can improve the result of unbounded av-
erage delay to become bounded. Some other analyses [19, 41, 9 
have also been done to compare the delay performance of single-
copy rou t i ng and mul t ip le-copy rou t ing and obta ined some sim-
i lar results to conclude tha t delay can be improved by mul t ip le-
copy rou t i ng strategies. 
One basic f o rm of mul t ip le-copy rou t ing strategy is Epidemic 
Rou t i ng (ER) [53] wh ich naively floods the whole network for 
del iver ing one message. Th is method provides op t ima l del ivery 
performance w i t h no storage and network l ink capacity con-
st ra int . However, the huge overhead makes itself not a v i-
able choice i n pract ice as network node buffer and communi-
cat ion b a n d w i d t h are always l im i ted in many real wor ld scenar-
ios. Some work proposes to l im i t i ts greedy forward ing behav-
ior by imposing some forms of l im i ta t ions on copies forward-
ing [18, 55，48]. 
I n par t icu lar , i f we l im i t the size of copies to be created, 
Thrasyvoulos ins [48] proposes two strategies named as Source 
Spraying and Binary Spraying to disseminate a pre-defined fixed 
amount of copies to other relay node and they w i l l be evaluated 
w i t h E R in Chapter 3. 
2.4 Buffer Management Strategies 
Since mul t ip le-copy rou t ing strategy is not considered under the 
scope of D T N reference implementat ion [7]，therefore no buffer 
management strategy has been suggested f rom i t [7]. However, 
two potent ia l problems can be arisen in mul t ip le-copy rout ing: 
• Under mul t ip le-copy rou t ing strategy, different copies can 
be routed along different paths toward dest inat ion. Once 
the first copy reached the dest inat ion, al l other copies be-
come useless for message delivery. Bu t these obsolete copies 
can st i l l reside in the network and continuously consume 
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the b a n d w i d t h (for fur ther rep l icat ing i tsel f) or storage re-
sources. 
• The queuing strategy on weight ing the queuing p r i o r i t y be-
tween the copies f rom different message types is also im-
por tan t . For example, a copy carr ied in a relay node has 
the same queuing p r i o r i t y for being forwarded as any newly 
created copies of the message or ig inated f rom tha t node is 
inappropr ia te because a carry ing copy for relaying may al-
ready be delivered bu t a newly created message of t ha t node 
is not . 
Gal lagher in [11] addresses the former issue by in t roduc ing a 
few no-cost-drop cr i ter ia to determine whether a copy is obsolete 
in a relay node. These no-cost-drop cr i ter ia include: 
1 The relay node cannot provide a sufficient bandw id th pa th 
for del ivery of a message copy 
2 The carry ing message copy in the relay node has been for-
warded to i ts dest inat ion 
3 Some other message copies have reached the dest inat ion 
though the carry ing message copy in the relay node s t i l l 
has not reached i t . 
A number of dropping strategies have been proposed in [11, 
32, 54, 5，55] tha t are simi lar to the above no-cost-drop cr i ter ia. 
I n addi t ion, [32, 54, 5] address the later forward ing problem by 
proposing some pr ior i t ized queuing policies w i t h the consider-
a t ion on the network-wide copies abundance level and delivery 
l ikel ihood. The i r pr inciple is to give higher weight ing to new 
messages or messages w i t h higher delivery l ikel ihood whi le give 
less weight ing on aging message or messages w i t h lower delivery 
l ikel ihood. 
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2.5 Performance Modeling of Multiple-copy 
Routing 
Mult ip le-copy rout ing results in spreading a number of copies 
into a D T N to improve delivery delay. Each of them can be 
routed independently along mul t ip le paths toward dest inat ion 
which provides a diverse set of delivery paths for coping the 
non-determinist ic l inks disruptions. Fig. 2.1 depicts a general 
scenario of mult ip le-copy rout ing strategy. For a message being 
routed by mult ip le-copy rout ing strategy, its delivery delay is 
equivalent to the m in imum t ime required for destinat ion node 
to gather one copy. 
Adop t ing higher level of redundancy as spreading more copies 
into a network helps gaining delay improvements. I t can improve 
delay because i t is more l ikely to find a shorter delay path in a 
larger set of t r i a l paths where each path may experience inde-
pendent in termi t ten t connectivity. However, i t also incurs larger 
overhead tha t consumes more bandwid th and storage resources. 
Many studies i l lustrated the existence of this redundancy-delay 
trade-offs relat ionship [30, 1, 56, 8, 46, 47 . 
Delivery delay has long been known as an impor tant service 
qual i ty for network applications. Neglecting i t can drastical ly 
reduce the u t i l i t y of network application. For example, a poor 
strategy implemented on an animal t racking mobile sensor net-
work can slow down the work of other peer researchers who 
require the data. I t is expected that many emerging applica-
tions of D T N should require certain delivery delay requirement 
for its own purpose. Therefore i t is wor th to perform analyt ical 
investigation on the trade-offs between delay and redundancy 
for improving understanding and providing valuable insights for 
network settings and strategies improvements. 
The previous work commonly assumes the mobi l i ty model 
for analysis to be some random mobi l i ty model that are widely 
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Figure 2.1: An example of message delivery under Multiple-copy routing 
strategy. Copies dissemination is done by Source Spraying with four copies. 
Each copy routes along its own routing path toward destination. 
used for performance evaluation. In part icular, Random Way-
point (RWP) , Random Direct ion (RD) and Random Walk (RW) 
mobi l i t y model have been used in most previous work. The three 
models al l possess the nice property of exponential ly d ist r ibuted 
inter-encounter interval [16, 2] which is essential for their Markov 
chain modeling. In addit ion, all network nodes are assumed 
homogeneous w i t h respect to each others. Therefore each of 
them performs a common mobi l i ty model w i t h a common set-
t ing. Many different variations of mult iple-copy rout ing have 
been evaluated in previous work [30, 1, 56, 8, 46, 47 . 
Models for Performance Evaluation 
When the inter-encounter interval is assumed exponential (e.g. 
RWP, RD, RW), then the delivery process of a message by 
mult iple-copy rout ing can be modeled as a continuous t ime Mark-
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Figure 2.2: A Pure-Birth CTMC model with single absorption state for de-
scribing ER of single-message-delivery. 
ov chain ( C T M C ) . I n the other cases, al ternat ive model ing meth-
ods w i l l be needed. 
Single Message Delivery 
On describing the delivery process of single message under mul t i -
ple-copy rou t ing (single-message-delivery) a f ini te state ab-
sorbing C T M C model can be formulated w i t h state space com-
prises al l possible ways of how copies are d is t r ibuted among 
the nodes in a D T N . The absorption state represents success-
fu l delivery of the message. The t ransi t ion epochs occur at the 
instant of successful copy forwarding or copy deletion. The tran-
si t ion rate is main ly depending on strategies adopted and copies 
dissemination progress. In addit ion, D T N reference implemen-
ta t ion model also stated the support of mult icast [51] where a 
destinat ion can be a group of intended receivers. In case of 
such si tuat ion, the t ransi t ion rate toward the absorption state 
is required to be changed w i t h respect to the actual mult icast 
setting. 
Fig. 2.2 shows a Pure-Bi r th C T M C w i t h single absorption 
state for part icular ly describing ER of single-message-delivery 
case w i thout any other auxi l iary policy. The D T N corresponding 
to Markov chain model in Fig. 2.2 has to ta l ly N nodes and inter-
encounter interval between any two nodes equals 1/A. State D 
^single-message-delivery is also defined in Section 3.3 
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represents the state after successful message del ivery and al l 
other states 1,2，."，N-1 represent t o ta l number of copy car ry ing 
nodes. Repl ica t ing the message to an add i t iona l relay node cor-
responding to a j u m p i n g in to a higher value state. 
W i t h the C T M C model describing the del ivery process, the 
average delay can be evaluated by transient analysis whi le the 
d i s t r i bu t i on can also be derived in closed-form of Laplace Trans-
fo rm as shown in [30]. The t o ta l overhead generated can also be 
derived [1]. Th is C T M C model is qui te generic for evaluat ing a l l 
mul t ip le-copy rou t ing strategies. For instance, evaluat ing other 
var iat ions of E R requires only changing the t rans i t ion rate val-
ues accordingly [55]. Then the C T M C model can be resolved to 
ob ta in the results of some performance metrics. 
Under the l i m i t i n g case for N is large, the number of copy 
carriers I ( t ) described by the above C T M C converges asymptot -
ical ly to the solut ion of a rate equat ion tha t is in the fo rm of 
Ord ina ry Di f ferent ia l Equat ion (ODE) [56，19]. Th is O D E re-
sults as a fluid l im i t solut ion of the C T M C and is commonly 
seen in the l i teratures of Epidemiology. The basic fo rm for 
evaluat ing mean number of copy carriers I ( t ) for mul t ip le-copy 
rou t ing at par t icu lar t ime t is shown in (2.1) where the mean 
inter-encounter interval equals 1/A. The rate equat ion of delay 
cumulat ive d is t r ibu t ion funct ion P ( t ) in (2.2) can also be de-
r ived f rom (2.1) as shown in [56]. Then mean delay and copies 
overhead of a mul t ip le-copy rou t ing strategy can also be derived 
th rough the two ODEs. More details of th is method under a 
heterogeneous node model w i l l be discussed in Section 4.4.2. 
^ 二 A / ⑷ [ i V — / ⑷ ] (2.1) 
^ = M m - m i (2.2) 
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Steady State Properties of a DTN System 
The single-message-delivery analysis in Section 2.5 shows only 
the t ransient behavior on the del ivery process of a single mes-
sage. Some steady state performance metr ics, such as average 
storage requirement and average copies created th roughou t a 
message lifespan, are also impor tan t . For instance, under the 
homogeneous nodes assumption, an immediate extension on the 
result of single-message-delivery is to apply L i t t le ' s fo rmula on 
mean delay to compute mean storage requirement under no re-
source constra int . However, the variance of storage requirement 
cannot be known by L i t t le 's Formula. Haas [19] approaches i t 
by model ing whole D T N as an M/D/oo imaginary global queue 
w i t h batch arr iva l approx imat ion to est imate the storage re-
quirement variance. 
2.6 Conclusion on Background Study 
D T N suggests a store-and-forward message or iented overlay for 
per forming the network ing task under challenging network en-
v i ronments where a connected end-to-end pa th usual ly does not 
exist. The overlay itself provides the funct ions of overlay level 
addressing, non-chat ty style bundle protocol , overlay rou t ing 
protocol , persistent storage in each node, etc for dealing w i t h 
such network ing environment. 
Recently some projects have been established to investigate 
some emerging appl icat ions on sparse M A N E T . Since network 
l inks under th is environment are characterized by non-determini-
stic and frequent occurrence of long dura t ion disrupt ions. Issues 
arose in determin ing efficient repl icat ion, forward ing and buffer 
management strategies. Some performance analysis models have 
also been formulated to investigate and compare different strate-
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gies. 
• End of chapter. 
Chapter 3 
DTN with Resource 
Constraints 
3.1 Introduction 
D T N refers to the type of sparse mobile ad hoc network that 
does not usually have a connected end-to-end path. A D T N is 
usually par t i t ioned because of sparse node density or high node 
mobi l i ty . The inter-node connectivi ty also changes continuously 
over t ime as the nodes move. I ts characteristics pose challenge 
on end-to-end message delivery. Therefore a new approach is 
needed for effective message delivery. 
Mul t ip le-copy rout ing is commonly adopted to cope w i t h in-
te rmi t ten t network connectivity. I t allows mul t ip le copies of a 
message to be forwarded to mul t ip le relay nodes for providing 
more diverse delivery paths. Vahdat [53] proposes Epidemic 
Rout ing (ER) to flood the network to exploit the largest pos-
sible capacity brought by mobi l i ty. This scheme is opt imal 
w i t h un l imi ted inter-node communicat ion bandwidth and relay 
buffer. However, i t incurs significant overhead on the storage 
space and communicat ion bandwidth requirements of the relay 
nodes. When mul t ip le messages have to be delivered simultane-
ously across a D T N , these common network resources are under 
contention. The result ing behavior can be quite different f rom 
20 
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t ha t of the case of single-message-delivery. 
I n th is chapter, we investigate i f l im i ted inter-node commu-
nicat ion bandwid th and relay buffer size affect the performance 
of mult ip le-copy rout ing in DTNs. In part icular , we examine 
the trade-offs between message-replication l im i t and mean de-
l ivery delay. We first analyt ical ly derive the trade-offs between 
the mean delivery delay and message-replication l im i t for the 
single-message-delivery case. By simulations we then study the 
impacts on the trade-offs under different levels of resource con-
straints for the multi-message-delivery case. The result shows 
tha t there is an opt imal message-replication l im i t for the mul t i -
message-delivery case. Moreover, we consider an alternative for-
warding and buffer management strategy to improve the baseline 
one, and compare their performance v ia simulat ion. 
This chapter is organized as follows: section 3.2 discusses the 
previous work on D T N . Section 3.3 presents the system model, 
forwarding and buffer management strategies used in our per-
formance evaluation. The results of the performance evaluation 
are discussed in section 3.4. Section 3.5 concludes the chapter 
w i t h a list of possible future work. 
3.2 Related Work 
I n the context of mult iple-copy rout ing in D T N , Epidemic Rout-
ing (ER) is first proposed by Vahdat [53]. However, ER in-
curs significant overhead on bo th bandwidth and storage, con-
sequently making itself undesirable. To reduce the overhead, a 
number of context-aware forwarding and repl ication strategies 
have also been proposed to reduce replication overhead [37, 27, 
31, 13, 54, 32, 35]. Those schemes control message forwarding 
and repl icat ion by evaluating the delivery l ikel ihood of a mes-
sage according to encountering history of a node. On the buffer 
management aspect, Gallagher [11] and Cecilia [35] consider the 
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strategy of dropping messages by the metr ic evaluated based 
on the cr i ter ia of least delivery l ikel ihood. Wang [54] and L ind-
gren [32] propose to drop messages by the metr ic evaluated based 
on fault- tolerance on delivery. A l l the above papers a t tempt to 
use some sort of heuristics to handle the tasks of message repli-
cation, forwarding and buffer management, bu t they do not ex-
p l ic i t l y consider the impact of network resource contention due 
to l im i ted communicat ion bandwid th and node buffer size. 
I n addi t ion, there is also some previous work on model ing the 
message propagat ion dynamic of mult iple-copy message rout ing. 
I n [48], the authors suggest Source Spraying (SS) and Binary 
Spraying (BS) for message copies dissemination. Then they de-
rive the bound and approximat ion results on the relationship 
between message-replication l im i t and end-to-end delivery delay, 
assuming nodes performing random walk in a torus. [45] uses 
a discrete t ime Markov chain ( D T M C ) to model the message 
delivery process and also derive this relationship for Epidemic 
Rout ing w i t h less restrict ive requirement on mobi l i t y model. 
However, most of these model ing studies neglect the effect of re-
source contention between simultaneously delivering messages, 
and neglecting this effect leads to overly opt imist ic results. 
3.3 System Model, Replication, Forwarding 
and Buffer Management Strategies 
I n this section, we present the models for (1) in termi t tent net-
work connectivity, (2) node resource and (3) message exchange 
behavior, of a D T N of interest. In addit ion, we also introduce 
the message copies dissemination strategies as well as the for-
warding and buffer management strategies under consideration. 
In D T N , nodes or clusters are usually disconnected f rom each 
others. Node mobi l i ty allows the creations of short connected-
sessions between node pairs when any two nodes move w i th in 
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each other v ic in i ty . Recall t ha t we refer th is type of short 
connected-session as an encounter and the corresponding nodes 
as encountering nodes. A n y two nodes can exchange da ta only 
du r ing an encounter. The t ime interval between the beginning 
t ime of successive encounters of a node pair is referred as the 
inter-encounter interval 
To model the in te rm i t ten t connect iv i ty, l ike [48] and [16]，we 
assume the sequence of inter-encounter intervals experienced by 
any node pair is i . i .d. exponent ia l ly d is t r ibu ted w i t h single pa-
rameter f i . [16] shows tha t i t is a reasonable approx imat ion for 
Random Waypo in t and Random Di rec t ion mob i l i t y models as 
long as the transmission range is smal l enough and the node 
veloci ty is h igh enough. We fur ther assume tha t the sequence 
of inter-encounter in terval between any two node pairs is in-
dependent and the inter-encounter interval is much longer than 
the l i fe t ime of the connected-session dur ing an encounter. Thus, 
each encounter is assumed to be only last for an inf in i tes imal du-
ra t ion on the t ime line. For model ing the random dura t ion and 
t ime- l im i ted connected-session for data exchange, the amount of 
i n fo rmat ion (i.e. no. of messages) tha t can be exchanged dur ing 
an encounter is assumed to be geometr ical ly-d ist r ibuted. 
Each node has two buffer pools, namely, the source buffer 
and the relay buffer. The source buffer is assumed to be of 
un l im i ted size, and is used for stor ing messages or ig inated f rom 
the node itself. The relay buffer can be l im i ted i n size and is 
used for stor ing the messages relaying for other nodes. The 
end-to-end del ivery of a message is realized th rough a series of 
t rans i t ive message forward ing dur ing the encounters between the 
nodes. The fo l lowing two cases are discussed in subsections 3.4.1 
and 3.4.2 respectively. 
• single-message-delivery: only one single message is going to 
be delivered within a DTN. The communication bandwidth 
and buffer space is assumed to be sufficient to fit this one 
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single message. 
• multi-message-delivery: multiple source-destination pairs ex-
ist within a DTN which simultaneously generate messages 
pending at source node buffer for delivered. The communi-
cation bandwidth and buffer space is assumed to be limited 
at different levels. 
Most of the previous work is considering the former case of 
single-message-delivery. I t can be a good approx imat ion when 
data rate is small. However, previous experiments on Bus-
based D T N [5] have shown tha t average amount data can be 
exchanged in a connected-session is 1.2Mbytes and median of 
inter-encounter in terval is 11 seconds. The th roughpu t is so 
smal l t h a t the single-message-delivery case wh ich ignores the re-
source constraints is very unl ike ly to be an appropr iate model. 
Therefore we w i l l concentrate ma in ly on the invest igat ion of 
mult i-message-del ivery case to explore the possible impacts of 
resource constraints. 
Message Exchange Protocol 
For the above later case, we adopt a message exchange model 
s imi lar to the one proposed in [5]: assuming each node and 
message can be uniquely ident i f ied by an ident i ty s t r ing ( ID) 
w i t h the length tha t is negligible compared w i t h a message un i t . 
W h e n a message is successfully delivered to its dest inat ion, an 
acknowledgement of negligible size is generated and stored lo-
cal ly inside the dest inat ion node. The acknowledgements only 
propagate for one hop f rom dest inat ion node to clear up the 
obsolete copies residing at other relays nodes. I t is actual ly cor-
responding to the I M M U N E strategy in [19 . 
W i t h the l im i t a t i on on the bandwid th or buffer constraints, 
the fo l lowing actions w i l l be carried out upon an encounter of 
two nodes: 
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1. The list of received messages ID and carry ing messages I D 
is forwarded to other side. 
2. Delivered messages checked by the received l ist are removed 
f rom buffers. 
3. Messages w i t h destinat ion to other side are selected out and 
pending for forwarding. 
4. Messages do not exist on other side but require replications 
are also selected out to be replicated and the copies are 
pending for forwarding. 
5. The batch of selected messages and copies w i l l be forwarded 
to other side by a predefined order. 
6. Forwarding w i l l be stopped as soon as all quota of messages 
exchange batch size of the encountering session has been 
exhausted. 
I t is assumed equally l ikely that either one of the two nodes takes 
the in i t ia t ion for data exchange. Then the two nodes take turns 
to t ransmi t the messages in their buffer pools in order of prior-
ity, f rom the source buffer to the relay buffer. W i t h the received 
node I D and message IDs, the messages w i t h destination toward 
the encountering node are first t ransmit ted, followed by the mes-
sages to be replicated for relaying. The message exchange order 
dur ing an encounter is shown in Fig. 3.1 and l ist ing below where 
node A is the first sender. 
1. The messages in A's source buffer that are destinating to 
B are transferred. 
2. The messages in A's relay buffer that are destinating to B 
are transferred. 
3. The messages in B's source buffer that are destinating to 
A are transferred. 
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Figure 3.1: Message exchange order between two encountering nodes 
4. The messages in B，s relay buffer that are destinat ing to A 
are transferred. 
5. The messages in A's source buffer that are requesting B for 
relaying are transferred. 
6. The messages in A's relay buffer that are requesting B for 
relaying are transferred. 
7. The messages in B，s source buffer that are requesting A for 
relaying are transferred. 
8. The messages in B，s relay buffer that are requesting A for 
relaying are transferred. 
When a message arrives at its destination node, i t w i l l be re-
moved immediately f rom the buffer pool. A message is suc-
cessfully delivered when at least one of its copies reaches its 
destination. 
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Replication Strategies 
Our evaluat ion considers only Epidemic Rou t ing (ER) in t ro-
duced by Vahdat [53] as wel l as Source Spraying (SS) and Bi -
nary Spraying (BS) strategies in t roduced by Thrasyvoulos [48 . 
E R s imply floods the whole network to deliver any single mes-
sage whi le SS and BS l im i ts the message-replication l i m i t J for 
a message and disseminates the copies i n dif ferent ways : 
• Source Spraying (SS) with message-replication limit of J : 
Initially，the source node possesses J copies of a message. 
Then it forwards one copy to any encountering node that 
possesses none of the message copies. If the source node 
encounters the destination node during message copies dis-
semination, then all of the message copies are removed after 
forwarding. Otherwise it continues to disseminate message 
copies until all (J - 1) copies have been forwarded to (J -
1) distinct relay nodes. 
• Binary Spraying (BS) with message-replication limit of J : 
The source node initially possesses J copies of a message. 
If any node has n > 1 copies encounters another node that 
possess none of the message copies, then the former for-
wards 几/2」to the latter and keeps the remaining 「n/2 
copies. Similar to SS, all copies of a message in a node 
will be removed after being forwarded to its destination di-
rectly. 
For BS and SS, notice tha t we imp l i c i t l y assumed each mes-
sage contains a field to count the number of copies tha t need 
to be fur ther creating. Thus a batch of copies of one message 
w i l l cost only one message slot for bo th buffer storage and for-
ward ing bandwid th . Simi lar to previous work, we impose the 
l im i t a t i on tha t a copy can only forward for two hops distance to 
reach the dest inat ion whi le the relay nodes receiving the copies 
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are d is t inc t . Thus each copy of the message fol low a d is t inc t 
two-hop p a t h to reach the dest inat ion. 
Forwarding and Buffer Management Strategies 
Final ly , the fo rward ing and buffer management strategies are 
going to be defined for our evaluat ion. Forward ing strategy de-
termines the transmission order of the messages queued up in 
the buffer. Buffer management strategy determines the handl ing 
strategy when buffer becomes ful l . Due to lack of t ime ly ac-
knowledgement, the obsolete copies of a message may s t i l l reside 
in the buffer of source node or some other relay nodes even after 
i ts successful delivery. Therefore forward ing and buffer manage-
ment strategies should have a strong impact on the effectiveness 
of message copies disseminat ion when bandw id th and buffer are 
under content ion. I n our study, we consider the fo l lowing two 
types of fo rward ing and buffer management strategies: 
First In First Out (FIFO) with blocking 
Under th is scheme, messages queued at the buffer are t ransmi t -
ted in F I F O order. To be more specific, the message s i t t ing at 
the head of the buffer queue continues to have the highest pr ior-
i t y of t ransmission for each encounter un t i l reaching its message-
repl icat ion l im i t or delivered to dest inat ion. Under the Blocking 
strategy, i f the relay buffer of the encountering node is fu l l , the 
sender w i l l stop the data transmission even i f the connected-
session is not terminated. Failure to admi t the buffer w i l l not 
cause the message to increment its repl icat ion count. 
Round Robin Forward Sharing (RRFS) with Random Drop 
W i t h RRFS, every message, keeps an estimate of the to ta l num-
ber of nodes in the network carry ing the copies. The estimate is 
proposed to be carried in each message header as a counter for 
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the number of copies produced. The value of this counter field 
is incremented by one whenever the message is replicated across 
2 encountering nodes. Let ncarrier(爪)be this value for a mes-
sage m. Dur ing an encounter, the messages in buffer are then 
forwarded in ascending order of ficarrieri')- Also, the queue has 
to be re-sorted according to ncarrier[.、whenever message replica-
t ions have been taken place. This strategy effectively arranges 
the forwarding opportuni t ies to the messages in source and relay 
buffer in Round Robin manner. Under the Random-Drop strat-
egy, i f the relay buffer overflows after receiving a newly arr ived 
message, then a message is randomly drawn to be discarded. I t 
is different f rom FIFO-wi th -B lock ing such tha t fai lure to admit 
the buffer because of being dropped w i l l increment the mes-
sage repl icat ion count. Since at least one copy w i l l be left in 
the source node which w i l l never be dropped, so this dropping 
strategy w i l l not cause any loss on message delivery. 
Throughout this chapter, we denote the system parameters 
using fol lowing symbols: N - number of nodes, M - number of 
message flows, J - message-replication l im i t , K - buffer size, L -
mean number of messages exchanged for an encounter, A - mean 
message arr ival rate, f i - mean node encounter rate. 
3.4 Performance Evaluation 
3.4.1 Analysis on single-message-delivery with unlim-
ited network resource 
We first present the analysis for the case of delivering one sin-
gle message using mult iple-copy rout ing. The communicat ion 
bandwid th and buffer are assumed to be sufficient for t ransmit-
t ing and storing one single message. Thus the network setting is 
equivalent to unl imi ted network resource for the message under 
delivery. The three strategies for message copies dissemination 
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ER, SS, BS were evaluated for comparing the delivery delay 
performance at below. 
Tak ing the i. i .d. exponential ly d is t r ibuted inter-encounter in-
terval assumptions, mult iple-copy rout ing can be described by 
a Pure -B i r th continuous t ime Markov chain ( C T M C ) w i t h sin-
gle absorpt ion state. The states before absorption are used to 
describe the populat ion size of relay nodes tha t possess a copy 
of the message under delivery. The absorbing state is represent-
ing successful delivery of the message. So forwarding a copy of 
the message to a relay node which possess none is equivalent 
to j ump ing into a higher states of the Pure-B i r th Markov chain 
and forwarding i t to destinat ion is equivalent to j ump ing into 
the absorpt ion state. Three variations of the Pure-B i r th Markov 
chains have been derived below for bo th ER, SS and BS message 
copies dissemination strategies. Based on the chains derived, the 
mean delivery delays of the three strategies had been computed 
numerical ly for different message-replication l imits. 
We propose to represent the set of states of the Markov chain 
by a po lynomia l and an absorbing state, D. The coeffi-
cient Ci denotes the number of nodes carrying i message copies, 
and g denotes the to ta l message-replication l im i t . The coef-
ficients of x^ denotes the number of nodes carrying i message 
copies in a D T N . The absorbing state D represents successful de-
l ivery of the message under delivery. Under this representation, 
the to ta l number of nodes carrying at least one message copy is 
given by: C = As each carrier has an encounter rate 
of / i w i t h destination, the t ransi t ion rate to the absorbing state 
D equals C/j.. For the three considering copies dissemination 
strategies, any node possesses more than one copy of the mes-
sage can forward its possessing copies to the next encountering 
node. Each forwarding action done by a node lead to a t ransi t ion 
into another non-absorbing state corresponding to the new dis-
t r i bu t ion of message copies among a D T N . Thus a non-absorbing 
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state Y l i = i c 乂 has a t rans i t ion rate equals —1 — C ) , wh ich 
is con t r ibu ted by the nodes car ry ing i > 1 copies, toward another 
non-absorbing state. Summing over a l i i 〉 1 yields the t o t a l out-
ward t rans i t i on rate Yli=2 CilJ'、N — 1 — C) t oward al l other non-
absorbing state. The actual ta rget ing of the t rans i t ions toward 
other non-absorbing states depends on the repl icat ion strategy. 
Accord ing to th is representat ion, the Markov chain describing 
the single-message-delivery w i t h message-replication l im i t equal 
to variable g can be defined as follows: 
S tar t ing state 二 x^ 
Absorb ing state 二 D 
As shown below, a t rans i t ion f rom non-absorbing state X to 
non-absorbing state Y represents an encounter ing tha t happens 
between a node carry ing i > 1 copies and some other node 
carry ing none, we have: 
X = cix^ H- ... H- CiX^ + ... + CgX^ 
Y = CiX^ + ... + (Cm + + ... + (q + 
+ …+ ( q — l)x' + …+ (Cg)CCg 
9 
where 1 < i < g, Q > 1, 1 < ^ cj < g 
i = i 
The corresponding t rans i t ion rate is: 
q x x = (iV - 1 - C ) . / i . Q (3.1) 
The rate of t rans i t ion f rom state X to absorbing state D is: 
qx,D 二 C.fi (3.2) 
The actual subst i tu t ion values for g, I, m w i t h respect to the 
three message copies dissemination strategies are given by: 
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• For ER,g=^N-l, I = i , m 二 i 
• For SS, g — ruin、J, N — 1), I = i — 1, m — 1 
• F o r B S , _g = m i n ( J， 7 V - l ) , I 二 [ i / 2 ] , m = [ i / 2 _ 
From [52]. the mean f irst passage t ime to absorbing state can 
be calculated by solving the fo l lowing system of equations: 
-Qii . rUiD + XI q豹D 二 # D (3.3) 
The subscript i and j are representing the non-absorbing 
states and D is representing the absorbing state, qij is the i j - t h 
ent ry i n t rans i t ion rate m a t r i x corresponding to the chain and 
m j o / m i D is the mean f irst passage t ime to absorbing state D 
f rom state j / i . 
I n par t icu lar , we present numerical results of two example 
D T N s w i t h t o ta l number of nodes N二 10 and 30 respectively. 
I n b o t h cases, the inter-encounter in terval is exponent ia l ly dis-
t r i bu ted w i t h the parameter / i equal to 0.05. Each node is 
assumed to have sufficient resources for per forming the single-
message-delivery, i.e. each node has more than one message slot 
on b o t h the relay buffer and the communicat ion bandwid th . The 
trade-offs between delivery delay and message-replication l im i t 
for the three strategies ER, SS and BS are shown in Fig. 3.2. 
Except for ER, bo th curves star t w i t h mean del ivery delay 
equals to 20 for J = 1. I t corresponds to the case of one copy 
l im i t where the source node delivers the message only by direct 
encountering w i t h the dest inat ion. From the result in Fig. 3.2, i t 
shows tha t increasing message-replication l im i t J can decrease 
mean del ivery delay for bo th SS and BS. I t matches w i t h the 
i n tu i t i on tha t a message can be delivered in shorter t ime when 
i ts copies are allowed to be widely spread among al l the re-
lay nodes. Epidemic Rout ing (ER) does not have parameter of 
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Figure 3.2: Average delivery delay as the number of allowed message-
replication limit increases 
message-replication l im i t and therefore its delivery delay is pre-
sented as a horizontal line. The result of ER denotes the lower 
bound for al l possible mult iple-copy rout ing strategies under no 
network resource constraint. I ts op t imal i ty is due to its f looding 
delivery method which explores al l possible paths for reaching 
the destination. 
A node experiences an encounter only when i t meets any 
relay node in a D T N . A node always has a higher rate to en-
counter different nodes as N increases. Then higher encounter 
rate to different nodes allows faster dissemination of message 
copies tha t leads to faster delivery. Therefore larger N leads to 
shorter delivery delay. The difference between different copies 
dissemination strategies for a part icular N reflects the relative 
effectiveness on copies dissemination among the strategies. The 
results show that ER is always the best message copies dissemi-
nat ion strategies and BS is more effective than SS in disseminat-
ing the message copies. The delivery delay performance differ-
ence between three strategies is due to the difference on number 
of nodes part ic ipated in disseminating the copies. In ER, all 
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relay nodes are par t ic ipated for copies dissemination. I n BS 
and SS, only some of the relay nodes and even only the source 
node are par t ic ipated for copies dissemination. This explains 
in tu i t i ve ly why E R is always the best and BS is better than SS 
for delivery delay performance. Moreover, we also observe tha t 
the average delay improvement is d iminishing when the allow-
ing message-replication l im i t increases for SS and BS strategies. 
I t can be in tu i t i ve ly understood tha t the lately disseminated 
copies contr ibute less on average delay because the correspond-
ing del ivering message is more l ikely have been delivered at tha t 
t ime. 
Our result in this section simi lar ly matches w i t h the result 
done by Thrasyvoulos et al [48]. [48] assumes Random Walk mo-
b i l i t y model which has a similar properties such as exponential ly 
d is t r ibuted inter-encounter interval as our model. However, in-
stead of using a Markov chain model, the author equivalently 
derive the mean delay as a form of recursive relat ion for bo th ER 
and SS. For BS, the author takes an approximat ion on copies 
dissemination process and derives a t ight lower bound of de-
lay. Our C T M C model exactly models the dynamic of mult ip le-
copy rout ing for the three copies dissemination strategies and 
exactly computes the mean delivery delay of the three strate-
gies for performance comparison. Furthermore, the result of 
this single-message-delivery equivalently reflects the trade-offs 
between delivery delay and message-replication l im i t under no 
resource constraints; the results are also used in the section 3.4.2 
as the lower bound of the delivery delay performance. 
3.4.2 Simulation study on multi-message-delivery with 
limited resource constraint 
I n this part , we use simulat ion to study the mean message de-
l ivery latency for the multi-message-delivery case, tak ing into 
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consideration communicat ion bandwid th and node buffer con-
straints. The simulator is wr i t t en in JAVA w i t h l ibrary Stochas-
t ic Simulat ion in JAVA [26 . 
The s imulat ion runs for the case of mul t ip le flows coexisting 
in a D T N . Each source continuously generates messages at a 
rate j i as Poisson d is t r ibuted arrival. The source-destination 
pairs for al l flows are randomly drawn among all nodes w i t h at 
most one flow per each node-pair. A l l generated messages f rom 
each source are queued up in source buffer pending for delivery. 
Extensive simulations have been performed to investigate the 
trade-offs between delivery delay and message-replication l im i t 
under different resource constraints, system parameter setups 
and message delivery strategies. The considering configurations 
are shown in Table 3.1. Each parameter setup is repeated for 200 
executions and the mean delivery delay is computed. By increas-
ing the message-replication l im i t (J) while f ix ing communicat ion 
bandwid th or node buffer size, we demonstrate the impact of 
l im i ted resource constraint on the trade-offs between end-to-end 
message delivery latency and message-replication l im i t . 
Delivery of Messages using FIFO-with-Blocking 
Fig. 3.3(a) shows the mean delivery latency for different band-
w id th levels under inf ini te buffer assumption. The results for 
different relay buffer sizes under the assumption of inf ini te band-
w id th are shown in Fig. 3.3(b). 
Fig. 3.3(a) shows that when the bandwidth parameter L de-
creases, the mean delivery delay increase for every message-
repl icat ion l im i t levels. The increased por t ion ranges f rom 50% 
to 400% when compared w i t h the case of inf ini te bandwidth. 
The peak happens at the highest message-replication l im i t level 
J = 9. Fig. 3.3(b) shows that the mean delivery delay also 
increases as the buffer size parameter K decreases, but the in-
creased por t ion is relatively much smaller than the bandwidth-
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Table 3.1: Parameters for DTN simulation under the existence of resource 
constraints 
Parameter value range 
Total nodes (N) 10 “ 
Total flows (M) 10 
Encounter arrival Poisson with mean /i = 0.05 for each node-
pair 
Message arrival Poisson with mean A = 0.05 
Source buffer unlimited 
Relay buffer (K) 1 to 3 message slots 
Messages exchange geometric with mean from 2 to 4 
bandwidth per en-
counter (L) 
Copies limit (J) 1 to 9 messages 
Delivery strategies Source Spraying, FIFO-with-Blocking 
and RRFS-with-RandomDrop 
l im i t i ng case: a max imum of about 200% increase is observed 
when compared w i t h the inf ini te buffer case. 
A l l of the curves in Fig. 3.3 (except for the inf ini te band-
w i d t h or buffer size cases) show that there is an opt imal value 
(ranges f rom 2 to 4) of the message-replication l im i t J , beyond 
which further increasing message-replication l im i t degrades the 
delivery delay performance. 
Using RRFS-with-RandomDrop to avoid Head-of-Line blocking in 
the FIFO case 
Fig. 3.3 also shows a problem of the FIFO-wi th-B lock ing strat-
egy: due to the lack of t imely acknowledgement, i t allows the 
first messages in the queue to create excessive copies and at 
the same t ime depriving the messages s i t t ing at the back of 
the queue f rom replicating. From Fig. 3.2, we can observe that 
later copies contr ibute less significantly on delay performance 
gain. I t is because the message is more l ikely have been deliv-
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Figure 3.3: Average delivery delay under different resource constraints for 
FIFO-with-Blocking 
ered when disseminating those later copies. However, these later 
copies also consume same amount of resource as the previously 
disseminated copies under the F IFO-wi th-B lock ing forwarding 
strategy. This motivates us to use the RRFS-wi th-RandomDrop 
strategy to avoid the negative impact of FIFO-wi th-Block ing. 
Since RRFS arranges forwarding opportunit ies to al l the mes-
sages in the buffer in Round Robin manner, i t can improve fair-
sharing of forwarding opportunit ies by giving equal pr ior i ty to 
each pending message in the buffer to be forwarded. Moreover, 
Random Drop is also adopted to handle the buffer fu l l situa-
t ion. This pr imi t ive dropping strategy also shows its capabi l i ty 
on removing the obsolete copies and is evidenced in Fig. 3.5. 
The Random Drop biased in dropping the message copies that 
are widely spread among relay nodes. These messages, because 
of its copies being widely spread, have a higher tolerance to be 
dropped whi le maintain ing a similar level of delivery delay per-
formance. Therefore Random Drop improves the message copies 
dissemination rate by reducing the blocking of message copies 
forwarding. 
Figue 3.4 depicts the performance of the RRFS-wi th-Random 
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Figure 3.4: Average delivery delay under different resource constraints for 
RRFS-with-Random-Drop 
-Drop over the baseline FIFO-wi th-Block ing. By comparing 
Fig. 3.4(a) to Fig. 3.3(a), i t can be observed tha t the delivery 
delay is reduced by 10% to 25% on different message-replication 
l im i t levels when RRFS-wi th-RandomDrop is used. This im-
provement is due to RRFS forwarding strategy alone because 
the buffer is assumed to be inf ini te in bo th cases. I n Fig. 3 .4(b)， 
the delivery delay also shows about 10% to 20% reduction on dif-
ferent message-replication l im i t levels when i t is compared w i t h 
Fig. 3.3(b). This improvement is main ly due to Random Drop 
because the bandwid th is assumed to be inf ini te in this case. 
These results confirm that a more sophisticated forwarding and 
buffer management strategy can achieve a significant improve-
ment on delivery delay in the present of substantial resource 
constraints. 
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The number of copies spreaded of the dropped messages under RRFS-with-RandomDrop 
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Figure 3.5: The distribution on the type of messages dropped for message-
replication limit equals five 
3.5 Conclusion on DTN with Resource Con-
straints 
I n this chapter, we have considered the impact of resource con-
tent ion on the delivery delay performance of mult iple-copy rout-
ing in a D T N . By model ing mult iple-copy rout ing as a contin-
uous t ime Markov chain model, we have analyt ical ly derived 
the performance bound for delivery delay. We have also stud-
ied, through extensive simulations, specifically the impact of 
resource constraint on the trade-offs between delivery delay and 
message-replication l im i t . The results show that delay per-
formance gain by mult iple-copy rout ing can be outweighed by 
resource contention under the heavy load imposed by exces-
sive message copies. Finally, we have proposed an alterna-
t ive forwarding and buffer management strategy: RRFS-wi th-
RandomDrop to replace the baseline FIFO-wi th-B lock ing to al-
leviate the performance degradation caused by the contention 
of resources. Our simulat ion results show that RRFS-wi th-
RandomDrop can successfully reduce the degradation of mean 
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delivery delay under the same condit ion of network resource l im-
i ta t ion. 
I n l ight of these findings, possible future work includes deriv-
ing the analyt ical results tha t characterizing the opt imal message-
repl icat ion l im i t under f ini te communicat ion bandwid th and node 
buffer constraints. We are also interested in refining the for-
ward ing/buf fer management strategy by considering addi t ional 
factors such as heterogeneous encounter rate between node-pairs 
and a diverse set of Qual i ty of Service requirements for different 
messages. 
• End of chapter. 
Chapter 4 
Multiple-copy Routing in DTIN 
with Heterogeneous Node 
Types 
4.1 Introduction 
To cope w i t h in te rm i t ten t connect iv i ty in D T N , a number of 
mul t ip le-copy rou t ing strategies have been suggested [48, 53, 
31, 14, 28, 29，27] to improve the delay performance. A l l these 
strategies int roduce ext ra overhead for each message as the copies 
of itself. They can improve delay bu t also impose large over-
head in a size tha t is mul t ip le of the message itself. Some ear-
lier work [19，56, 30, 16] has already established the continu-
ous t ime Markov chain ( C T M C ) model or F lu id F low Approx-
ima t ion (FFA) for evaluat ing some strategies such as Epidemic 
Rou t ing (ER) , Source Spraying (SS) and B inary Spraying (BS). 
However, the scope of their work is s t i l l l im i ted to the homoge-
neous model where al l nodes fol low a unif ied set of behavior. 
I n th is chapter, we consider mult ip le-copy rou t ing in D T N 
w i t h heterogeneous node types. I n par t icu lar , D T N w i t h two 
heterogeneous node types is considered. The two node types 
are named as super node and normal node respectively where the 
former one refers to the superior node type in relaying data mes-
41 
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sage and the later one refers to the ordinary node type. The pre-
viously proposed performance model ing methods are extended 
under this heterogeneous node types model. We first formu-
lated a two-dimensional continuous t ime Markov chain ( C T M C ) 
model w i t h absorpt ion state for Epidemic Rout ing in D T N w i t h 
two heterogeneous node types. The F lu id Flow Approx imat ion 
(FFA) and Moment Closure Methods [56] have also been ex-
tended under the heterogeneous node model. We also investi-
gated the impact of node heterogeneity sett ing on the model ing 
error behaviors of the approximat ion methods. 
Th is chapter is organized as follow: Section 4.2 discusses 
the previous work in homogeneous node model. Section 4.3 
presents the D T N system model w i t h two heterogeneous node 
types. Then revisions on previous model ing methods for the het-
erogeneous node model are presented in Section 4.4.1 and Sec-
t ion 4.4.2. Final ly, Section 4.5 concludes this chapter w i t h some 
possible future work. In addit ion, appendix A revises the inter-
encounter interval of Random Direct ion (RD) mobi l i ty model 
under heterogeneous node model for jus t i fy ing the Markovian as-
sumpt ion and provid ing reference numerical values for encounter 
rate parameters between node pairs. 
Improving Delay by Superior Relay Nodes 
Mult ip le-copy rout ing can improve delay but the improvement 
is greatly l imi ted by the bandwid th or buffering constraints. I t 
is expected that using solely the mult iple-copy rout ing should 
h i t the l im i t of bandwid th and buffering bottleneck fair ly easy 
when large repl ication l im i t is allowed. 
In addi t ion to mult iple-copy rout ing, earlier work has intro-
duced the idea of using buses [5], DataMules [21], Message-
Ferries [36] and Throwboxes [57] as auxi l iary network nodes. 
They have higher capabil i ty than ordinary network nodes or lo-
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cate at st rategical locat ions such tha t they can improve data 
del ivery for delay, power-expendi ture, etc. For example, the bus 
nodes in U M A S S DieselNet [5] t ravel at a much higher speed 
t han the pedestr ian nodes and also have abundant power-supply 
for equipping higher power t ransmi t te r for larger coverage. So 
the bus nodes can assist the pedestr ian nodes to relay the mes-
sages for faster repl icat ions and delivery. 
Th is k i n d of superior nodes for improv ing copies dissemina-
t i on or del ivery is referred as super nodes in our model. They 
can const i tu te par t of the in f rast ructure as suggested in [57 . 
However, i t is more common tha t they are a par t icu lar subset of 
nodes in a D T N . In addi t ion, they of ten need higher operat ing 
cost for the superior relaying capabi l i ty. Th is k i nd of relat ion-
ship between relaying capabi l i ty and operat ing cost is i l lus t ra ted 
in Fig. 4.1. Th is commonly seen characterist ic relat ionship in-
troduces novel cost metr ic for delay performance improvement. 
We capture the heterogeneous node types proper ty by a two 
node types model w i t h different nodal speeds. Th rough the same 
performance model ing method as previous work by using the 
continuous t ime Markov chain ( C T M C ) model and F lu i d F low 
App rox ima t i on (FFA) method. We i l lust rate quant i ta t ive ly how 
delay can be improved by h igh cost superior relay nodes. 
Cost … 
1 ^ Delay 
^ improvement 
Figure 4.1: Higher cost superior node for better delay improvement 
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4.2 Related Work 
Some previous work [30, 16, 1] has used the Pure-B i r th C T M C 
model w i t h absorbing state to evaluate ER, SS and BS strate-
gies. Closed-form solutions on relat ing the delay performance 
to network sett ing parameters have been derived for bo th ER, 
SS and BS strategies. I n addi t ion, as the similari t ies between 
E R and infectious disease spreading model is being recognized. 
The F lu id Flow Approx imat ion (FFA), which is adopted f rom 
infectious disease spreading model, has also been proposed to 
model the performance of ER and its variations [19, 56]. In 
Epidemiology, i t provides an asymptot ic mean value solut ion on 
the number of infections for a spreading infectious disease. The 
model is later being used as an approximat ion model for ER [19 . 
However, these earlier work assumes al l nodes behave homo-
geneously. I n part icular , they commonly assume tha t al l nodes 
fol low the Random Waypoint (RWP) or Random Direct ion (RD) 
mob i l i t y model w i t h a same set of parameters. The model w i l l 
not be accurate enough for representing some real wor ld scenar-
ios such as a D T N operates in a ci ty area which comprises bo th 
vehicular nodes and pedestrian nodes. 
4.3 System Model 
We consider the case of single message is under delivery by ER 
strategy^. The analysis model considers only the time-span be-
fore the message is delivered to the destination node. Bo th 
bandwid th and buffering constraints are assumed not exist. No-
tice that the model represents a rather opt imist ic result on the 
delivery delay performance. 
We first define the D T N model w i t h two heterogeneous node 
types. A list of system model parameters is shown in Table 4.1. 
lit corresponds to the single-message-delivery setting defined in Section 3.2 
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Table 4.1: Parameters for Epidemic Routing (ER) evaluation 
Parameter Meaning 
N total number of nodes except source and destination 
a portion of super nodes 
P portion of normal nodes 
Ass encounter rate between super nodes and super nodes 
Xns encounter rate between normal nodes and super nodes 
Xnn encounter rate between normal nodes and normal nodes 
To ta l number of nodes excluding the source node and the des-
t i na t i on node is denoted by N. Then a N nodes are super nodes 
and the remain ing /?N= (1 — a ) N nodes are norma l nodes. The 
source node and dest inat ion node are b o t h normal nodes. The 
encounter rate】 between super node to super node is denoted 
as 入州 no rma l nodes to super nodes is denoted as A似 and nor-
ma l nodes to norma l nodes is denoted as A 舰 . T h e number of 
infected super nodes and normal nodes at t ime t is denoted by 
/ ⑴ and J ( t ) respectively. Inter-encounter intervals^ is assumed 
i. i .d. exponent ia l ly d is t r ibu ted for any node par t icu lar pair and 
independent between any two node pairs. We w i l l i l lust rate 
the exponent ia l ly d is t r ibu ted inter-encounter interval by the R D 
mob i l i t y model i n appendix A.2. 
Th roughou t al l the results f rom Fig. 4.3 to Fig. 4.11，the R D 
mob i l i t y model is assumed w i t h parameters fo l lowing the one 
shown in Table A.2. Thus the values of three encounter rate 
parameters Ass, Xns and 入腿 are assigned by the reciprocal of 
EMrd-ss, EMrd-sn and EMj-d-nn in appendix A . l respectively. 
2As defined in Section 3.3 of Chapter 3，it denotes the reciprocal of the mean inter-
encounter interval 
^It denotes the time between the start time of two consecutive meetings between any 
two nodes as defined in Section 3.3 in Chapter 3 
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4.4 Performance Modeling 
4.4.1 Continuous Time Markov Chain (CTMC) Model 
Mul t ip le -copy rou t ing featur ing a message copying itself to mul-
t ip le relay nodes, then al l nodes receiving the copy w i l l carry i t to 
i ts d e s t i n a t i o n 、 F o r describing the message repl icat ion and de-
l ivery process, a continuous t ime Markov chain ( C T M C ) model 
for mul t ip le-copy rou t ing has been suggested in a number of 
previous work [30，16, 1]. C T M C describes the process w i t h the 
assumption tha t inter-encounter interval is i. i .d. exponent ia l ly 
d is t r ibuted. The model assumption is just i f ied by some random 
mob i l i t y models such as Random Waypo in t (RWP) and Ran-
dom Di rec t ion (RD) models. Under C T M C model, delay distr i -
bu t i on has been derived in closed-form as the Laplace Transform 
for b o t h ER, SS and BS in [30, 16]. The d is t r ibu t ion of to ta l 
copies created have also been derived when Garbage Col lect ion 
strategies^ are considered [1 . 
I n th is section, we extend the previous C T M C model for the 
two heterogeneous node types model. I n contrast to the homoge-
neous case, the C T M C model formula t ion under heterogeneous 
case requires addi t ional t rac ing on the type of nodes carry ing the 
copy. Therefore or ig inal model for homogeneous sett ing needs 
extension on its state variable to record the in format ion. We w i l l 
describe this extension in this section and present the result ing 
mean delay under different nodes heterogeneity settings. 
Two-dimensional C T M C Model 
I n al l the previous work such as [30, 16, 1], mult ip le-copy rout ing 
is modeled by the Pu re -B i r t h /B i r t h -Dea th C T M C model w i t h 
4The node stores the message and moves; the storing message is forwarded to destina-
tion when the node encounters it 
5Garbage Collection strategies corresponding to the IMMUNE, IMMUNE_TX, VAC-
CINE, etc strategies proposed in [19] 
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absorbing state. The set of states comprises a range of integer 
which denotes the number of nodes carry ing a copy. When a 
message copies itself to another node, i t corresponds to a jump-
ing to a higher value state in the C T M C model. When Garbage 
Col lect ion strategies^ [1] are considered, the C T M C model can 
also contain the transit ions j ump ing to lower value state upon 
message copies deletion. The absorption state represents the 
message has been successfully delivered. 
We consider only ER [53] of single-message-delivery which 
floods the whole network to deliver one message. The process 
of spreading the message copies is analog to the spreading of 
an infectious disease. Therefore a message storing in a node 
copies itself to any other nodes encountering. For convenience, 
we adopt the terminology f rom Epidemiology to denote a node 
carry ing the message copy as an "infected" node. 
The D T N under consideration is composed of two hetero-
geneous node types, we adopt a two dimensional state space 
C T M C model for t racing the number of infected nodes of each 
type. Fig. 4.2 shows the two dimensional state space model un-
der our consideration. A t a part icular state i represents 
the populat ion of infected super nodes and j represents the pop-
ulat ion of infected normal nodes. The value of i is ranging f rom 
0 to Na whi le the value of j is ranging f rom 1 to N(5 + 1. The 
later one has an offset of plus one because the source node is 
not counted in the to ta l populat ion size N . The t ransi t ion f rom 
(z, j ) to (i + 1, j ) corresponding to an increment on the popula-
t ion size of infected super nodes while the t ransi t ion f rom 
to + 1) corresponding to the same event w i t h respect to 
normal nodes. 
Under ER, any infected node is allowed to copy the carry-
ing message to an encountering node that does not possess that 
message copy. When a D T N is in state (i, j ) , i super nodes 
and j normal nodes are carrying the message copies. Transit ion 
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f r om to (i + 1, j ) is t r iggered when one of these infected 
nodes of either type encounter a super nodes tha t is uninfected. 
Each infected supe r /no rma l node encounters an uninfected su-
per node w i t h rate equals Xss/^ns- So the aggregated encounter 
rate between an uninfected super node to any one of the cur-
ren t ly infected nodes equals iXss+jXns- I n addi t ion, the remain-
ing popu la t i on size of uninfected super nodes equals Na — i] and 
in fect ing any one of t hem leads to the t rans i t ion f rom (z, j ) to 
{i + 1, j ) . Therefore the t o ta l rate for the increment of super 
nodes popu la t ion at state ( i , j ) to (i + 1, j ) , wh ich is denoted as 
equals to {iXss + jA^s)(A^a — i). The t rans i t ion rate for 
the increment of norma l nodes popu la t ion f rom (z, j ) to (i，j + 1) 
is derived in the same way as super nodes case, wh ich is denoted 
as Ry{i,j) and equals to { i \ ns . The t e rm plus 
one is to add the count ing of source node in to the popu la t ion 
N. 
The message is successfully delivered i f any one of the in-
fected nodes encounter the dest inat ion. Since the dest inat ion is 
assumed to be norma l node, the t rans i t ion rate toward absorp-
t i on state D f rom state (z, j ) equals to Rdestih j ) — iXns + j^nn-
To sum up, the two t rans i t ion rates Rx{i,j) and Ry{i,j) for 
t raversing the transient states and the t rans i t ion rate toward 
absorpt ion state D equals to: 
• RxiiJ) = {iKs^ jKs){Na - i) 
• Ry{ i , j ) = (zA,, + j X n n ) { N p - J + 1) 
• Rdest{h j ) 二 iXns + jKn 
Transient Analysis for Message Delay 
We denote Z{t) to represent the state of the C T M C model at 
t ime t > 0 and Z = X U D for the set of al l states of the C T M C 
model where D is the absorbing state and X is the set of al l 
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Figure 4.2: CTMC model of Epidemic Routing (ER) for two heterogeneous 
node types model 
transient states. Then we further define the transient probabil-
ities f\s,c]⑷ for S,C e Z and t > 0 as below; assuming that 
the in i t ia l state is 二（知,jo), which never equals to absorbing 
state D. 
(for S 二 (zo, jo), C = { i j ) , (io, jo), ( i j ) ^ X ) 
P[s,D]i^ ) 二 P [ Z⑴二 I Z(0) 二 S] 
{for S 二 (如，jo)，C = D ,(如，JO) e X) 
Then let t ing a MxM matr ix P{t) w i th columns and rows in-
dexed by S, where S e Z and M equals to to ta l states number 
of Z、Its entries are comprised of Pis,c] at the posit ion w i t h 
index [5, C], where S,C e Z. From the C T M C model, we also 
construct a MxM t ransit ion rate matr ix Q w i th columns and 
rows indexed by S, where S e Z. Its entries q[s,c] at index [S, C 
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equals to the t rans i t i on rate f rom S to C for S C; i ts diagonal 
elements q[s,s] 二 — Z^cez’cy«s . Based on the Ko lmogorov 
fo rward equat ion, the solut ion of P { f ) is known as: 
P\t) 二 P{t)Q 
P⑷=e⑶，for t > 0. 
Several performance metr ics can be derived f rom the m a t r i x of 
t ransient probabi l i t ies P{t). The fo l lowing steps are derived in 
appendixes of [25] and we include them for showing the method 
adopted to compute the performance metr ics results. Le t t i ng a 
length M i n i t i a l state vector 7r(0) = [1, 0, •. • ,0], an immediate 
known result is the d is t r ibu t ion of t ransient state at t ime t > 0 
after evaluat ing 7r(0)F( t ) numerical ly. Trans i t ion rate m a t r i x Q 
can be w r i t t e n in the fo rm 
0 0 
where Qt is a ( M — l ) x ( M — 1) submat r i x which corresponds to 
al l the t ransient states of Q. /? is a co lumn vector where its rows 
are indexed hy S ^ Z corresponding to the rate of absorpt ion 
when in i t i a l state equals S. Since row sum equals to zero for 
t rans i t ion rate m a t r i x Q, P = —Qt . ^ where ^ is a co lumn 
vector of a l l one. On the other hand, solut ion of P{t) can take 
the fo l lowing fo rm 
= 卜 如 �队 c Q t — I 狐 -
0 1 
eQTt i - eQTt . ^ 
— 0 1 
Fol lowing the def in i t ion of P(t), the r ight-most column, at row 
of index S e Z, denotes the probabi l i ty of absorpt ion by t ime 
t > 0 when in i t ia l state equals S. Therefore fo l lowing di rect ly 
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f r om the def in i t ion, mu l t i p l y i ng P ( t ) w i t h 7r(0) and retr ieve the 
r igh t -most ent ry yields the cumulat ive d i s t r i bu t ion func t ion of 
so journ t ime ( S t ) before message del ivery for i n i t i a l state equals 
7r(0): 
办 ⑴ = 1 —x(0)eQT、€ (4.1) 
I n add i t ion , the mean can also be computed by in tegrat ing the 
complementary cumulat ive d is t r i bu t ion of F s ” wh ich equals to 
1 — F s j ^ t ) , f r om zero to inf in i te: 
POO 
E{ST) 二 / l - F s , { t ) d t 
Jo 
POO 
= / 7r(0)e 如力 dt 
Jo 
=^(0) [ eQTtdt 
Jo 
= - 7 r _ 〒 i (4.2) 
The mean delay E{ST) in 4.2 is computed and a set of numerical 
results is shown in Fig. 4.3. R D mob i l i t y model is assumed to fill 
encounter rate parameters w i t h settings fo l lowing Table A.2 bu t 
Vg-max is vary ing among the values 30 /60 /90 /120 . To ta l num-
ber of nodes N equals to 50. The result of delay d is t r ibu t ion 
Fst i n (4.1) and transient state d is t r ibu t ion 7r{0)P{t) i n Sec-
t i on 4.4.1 w i l l be i l lus t ra ted in Section 4.4.2 to compare against 
the approx imat ion methods. 
Mean Delay Result by CTMC Model 
Fig. 4.3 shows the mean delay across different percentages of 
super node. Fig. 4.3 shows the mean delay across different per-
centages of super node. Delay is decreasing w i t h a d imin ish ing 
rate when the percentage of super nodes is increasing. I t is in-
tu i t i ve ly known tha t the copies disseminated at the later t ime 
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Mean delay computed from Markov Chain model for 
different super node speeds with total nodes N=50 
1 1 1 1 I I I I I 
70 Super node max. speed(Vg_^g )^=30 _ 
—-—Super node max. speed(Vg_^g )^=60 
_^Super node max. speed(Vs_max)二90 -
t Super node max. speed(Vg_^g )^=120 
t 5�- ^ ^ ： ： ： ^ — 
f 4�- ^ ^ ^ ^ 
30- : 〜 ： 
2 0 - ’ ~ ： ； ' 
0 10% 2 0 % 3 0 % 4 0 % 5 0 % 6 0 % 7 0 % 8 0 % 9 0 % 100% 
super nodes percentage 
Figure 4.3: Mean delay by CTMC model 
contr ibute less on the average delay improvement as the message 
is more l ikely to have been delivered. Since the addi t ional super 
nodes can only be the carriers for the later disseminating copies, 
so the addi t ional super nodes also contr ibute less on average de-
lay improvement which gives the observed result. This property 
also implies tha t using small amount of super nodes is sufficient 
for large delay improvement. The result for Vs-max = 120 par-
t icu lar ly demonstrates that replacing 10% of the normal nodes 
w i t h super nodes ones can achieve 40% of the delay reduction 
versus replacing al l of them. A t last, we observe that higher 
max imum speed of super node also leads to lower delay. I t is 
because of the faster message relaying and replications under 
higher speed setting. 
Remarks on Continuous Time Markov Chain ( C T M C ) Modeling 
By the assumption of i.i.d. exponential inter-encounter interval 
assumption, we derived for the two heterogeneous node types 
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model a two dimensional C T M C model as an extension of the 
previous work to model ER. However, the computat ional burden 
of the ma t r i x exponential e仍 and ma t r i x inversion Q^^ on eval-
uat ing the performance metrics becomes intractable for large N . 
I t is becausea of the size of t rans i t ion rate ma t r i x Q at the worst 
case sett ing of 50% super nodes and 50% normal nodes which 
equals to ((7V/2)2)2. A D T N w i t h several hundreds number of 
nodes is already enough to generate a t rans i t ion rate ma t r i x 
w i t h size of several bil l ions. A l though sparse mat r i x structure 
can be exploit to par t ia l ly reduce the burden, al ternat ive com-
puta t iona l efficient methods are required to be formulated for 
the case of large network. 
As a f inal remark, a counterpart of C T M C model, the dis-
crete t ime Markov chain ( D T M C ) model has also been employed 
in an early work [45]. The inter-encounter interval is assumed 
to be geometrically d is t r ibuted w i t h the mean suggested to be 
estimated empirically. The assumed geometric d is t r ibut ion is 
analog to exponential d is t r ibut ion so that [45] is indeed similar 
to C T M C model. However, i t may experience di f f icul ty on mod-
eling strategy likes ER. ER or some of its variants allow mul t i -
ple infected nodes to disseminate the copies to uninfected nodes 
simultaneously w i t h i n a t ime slot. The t ie-breaking strategy re-
lies on further s impl i fy ing the actual model. These addi t ional 
simplif ications can further reduce the accuracy on modeling the 
mult iple-copy rout ing strategies in D T N which makes D T M C 
seems less desirable. 
4.4.2 Fluid Flow Approximation (FFA) 
Continuous t ime Markov chain ( C T M C ) model provides an ex-
act solution for evaluating some performance metrics of mult iple-
copy rout ing. However, the size of state space quickly becomes 
intractable when to ta l number of nodes N becomes large. Some 
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previous work has considered an a l ternat ive F l u i d F low Approx -
ima t i on (FFA) me thod [19, 56] t o resolve the performance met-
rics of interest. 
F l u i d F low A p p r o x i m a t i o n (FFA) has been wide ly used in 
Ep idemio logy and was f irst in t roduced for E R in [19]. I t pro-
vides mean value solut ion for performance metr ics w i t h com-
pu ta t i ona l complex i ty t ha t is independent of t o t a l number of 
nodes N . For homogeneous case, a set of Ord inary Dif ferent 
Equat ions (ODEs) describing the number of infected nodes has 
been derived for E R and i ts var iants [56]. I n th is section, we 
extend the O D E solut ion in [56] for the two heterogeneous node 
types model. 
Derivation of Ordinary Differential Equations (ODE) 
The same set of notat ions in Section 4.3 is adopted. We first ap-
proach to derive a system of ODEs for describing E R under the 
two heterogeneous node types model. The or ig ina l arguments 
for der iv ing the ODEs of homogeneous node model can be found 
in [56], we extend the result in [56] for our case. 
We star t by considering the C T M C model shown in Fig. 4.2 
at some t ime t > 0 such tha t i t is in state [ i , j ) , the rate of 
popu la t ion size increment of super nodes corresponding to the 
t rans i t ion f rom to {i + l , j ) equals to Rx{i,j) = {Na — 
i、iXss + 、 N a — i) jXns. We denotes 二 NXss and 7ns = N \ i s . 
By rewr i t i ng j ) in to "density-dependent form,，，we get: 
二 m / N Y U a - i / N ) + NU/NYu人a - i / N ) 
Similar ly, we consider the rate of normal node populat ions size 
increment R y [ i , j ) = {NP 一 j + l)iXns + 、 N ( 5 - j 4- l)jXnn-
We fur ther denote = NX— and rewr i te Ry into "density 
dependent form,，as: 
R 細 = — + l / A O + A ^ O ' / A O l n n G S -
j / T V + l / A O 
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Theorem 3.1 in [24] shows tha t , the f rac t ion of infected super 
nodes di = { i / N ) and infected norma l nodes dj 二（ j /AQ at t ime 
t > 0 converges asymptot ica l ly to the solut ion of the fo l lowing 
system of ODEs as N increases. 
d'人t) 二 di(t)卞— ck[t)) + dAt)、s[cx — ck[t)) 
d'j{t) = dj{t)jns{P - d j { t ) + dj{0)) + dj{t)^nn{P - d j { t ) + dj{0)) 
The i n i t i a l cond i t ion is (oJj(O), dj{0)) = (0, limAr_>oo 1/A^). Then 
mean number of infected super nodes and normal nodes con-
verges respectively to I { t ) = Ndi{t) and J{t) 二 N d j i j : ) accord-
ing [56]. The fo l lowing system of ODEs can be derived for I { t ) 
and J{t)\ 
I \ t ) 二 ( N a - r ( t ) ) I ( t ) A , , + ( N a - I ( t ) ) J ( t ) A ^ , (4.3) 
f ( t ) 二 肿-_ + J _ ⑷ K s ~HNP - J{t、 
+ J ( 0 ) ) J ( 0 ) A , , (4.4) 
I n der iv ing the above result, there is an imp l i c i t assumption 
tha t the encounter rate A州 A似 and 入麟 must scaled w i t h 1/ iV 
and the i n i t i a l number of infected nodes must scaled w i t h N . 
Ignor ing them should int roduce addi t ional artefact which w i l l 
impose add i t iona l model ing error bu t i ts impact has been shown 
to be smal l under homogeneous node type sett ing in [56]. In 
our case, the two condit ions are neglected since the ma jo r error 
source w i l l be ident i f ied in the Section 4.4.2. 
The above system of ODEs provides an asymptot ic mean 
value solut ion on the number of infected nodes at t ime t. Then 
we fur ther add one more O D E for the cumulat ive d is t r ibu t ion 
funct ion (CDF) of delay P{t) = Prob{Td). Since the dest inat ion 
node in our model also experiences Poisson arrivals of encounter 
events f rom al l exist ing infected nodes. I t satisfies the assump-
t ion in the der ivat ion of delay C D F in [56]. Therefore we apply 
d i rect ly their result of delay C D F to our case w i t h the replace-
ment of encounter rate parameter as shown below: 
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P{t + dt) - P{t) = Prob{t <Td<t + dt} 
=Picoh{Td > t , dest inat ion meets an infected node in [t,t-^dt]} 
— P r o b j d e s t i n a t i o n meets an infected node in [t,t-{-dt] | Td > t} 
.Prob{Trf > t} — 
二 P rob {des t ina t ion meets an infected node in [t, t-\- dt]} 
. P r o b { T ^ > t} 
— E [ P r o b { d e s t i n a t i o n meets one of the I { t ) and J(t) node in 
t,t + dt] I / ⑴ , J ( t ) } ] . (1 - P{t)) 
= ⑴ + \nnJ{t))dt + o{dt)] . ( 1 一 P{t)) 
^ E[{XnsI{t) + XnnJ{t))dt] . (1 — P{t)) 
=(A^, E[I{t)] + Ann E[J{t)])dt . (1 一 P{t)) 
P\t) = (A , , E [ / ⑴ ] + Xnn E [ J ⑴ ] ) . ( 1 一 P ⑷ ） 
for dt in f in i tes t imal du ra t ion of t ime. As TV oc, the resul t ing 
O D E of delay C D F Td becomes: 
P\t) = {Xnsm + XnnJ{t)){l — P ⑷ ) (4.5) 
Numerical Solutions of Fluid Flow Approximation (FFA) 
The derived system of ODEs (4.3) and (4.4) extends the O D E 
of homogeneous node model [56] for the two heterogeneous node 
types model under ER. I ts solut ion provides an asymptot ic mean 
value solut ion on the number of infected nodes of each type 
for the process described by the two-dimensional C T M C model 
in Section 4.4.1. Each of the two equations (4.3) and (4.4) in 
the system takes the fo rm of a first order nonlinear di f ferent ial 
equat ion w i t h in i t i a l condi t ion zero and one respectively. 
The system of ODEs is solved numerical ly. The encounter 
rate values Xss, Xns and are assigned by ( A . l ) under R D 
model for only the case of speed sett ing Vs-max = 60，Vs-min = 
15 in Table A.2 w i t h to ta l number of nodes N 二 50. The result 
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of mean number of infected nodes against t ime is shown in Fig. 
4.4 for three different percentages of super nodes in a D T N . 
Ind iv idua l results for infected normal nodes and super nodes are 
shown in Fig. B . l and Fig. B.2 respectively. The corresponding 
message delivery delay C D F is also shown in Fig. 4.5. 
Number of total infected nodes for Epidemic Routing 
with total nodes N=50 
(k =0.0040; X =0.0030; X =0.0015) 
* SS ns nn ‘ 601 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
— — F l u i d Flow Approx. 
"O 5 0 C T M C I ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
r 暴.,: 
^ 10— y ^ / x 8% super nodes _ 
(^^ ^^X^^^^ i^^ rS^�'�: 40% super nodes 
90% super nodes 
。 ！ 丨 I I I I I I I I I 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
Time 
Figure 4.4: Mean number of total infected nodes by FFA and CTMC model 
I n addi t ion to the numerical results of FFA, numerical results 
of the C T M C model are also shown in Fig. 4.4 and Fig. 4.5 to 
compare against the FFA result. The C T M C model result rep-
resents the exact mean value solut ion of the actual ER model. 
On the other hand, the results f rom the system of ODEs (4.3) 
and (4.4) represents the asymptotic mean value solution, i.e. 
fluid l im i t solution. I t acts as only an approximat ion for the 
above settings where to ta l number of nodes N is f inite. Under 
this set of comparisons, we observe that resultant delay C D F 
P{t) f rom C T M C result is lagging behind around 10% to 20% 
than FFA result. Thus FFA indeed provides a close approxima-
t ion to the original model. A better approximat ion is expected 
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Delay CDF of Epidemic Routing with total nodes N=50 
(k =0.0040; X =0.0030; X =0.0015) 
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Figure 4.5: Delay CDF by FFA and CTMC model 
when to ta l number of nodes is larger as i l lustrated in Fig. 4.11 
and Fig. 4.10. In part icular, addi t ional improvement on FFA is 
possible by Moment Closure Methods. Moment Closure Meth-
ods w i l l be described for its details in Section 4.4.2. 
Moment Closure Methods 
Flu id Flow Approx imat ion (FFA) provides an asymptotic mean 
value solut ion as an approximat ion solution for the performance 
metrics of mult iple-copy rout ing. A l though FFA achieves better 
approximat ion when to ta l number of nodes N is larger [56], there 
is st i l l a range of values of N such that the evaluated performance 
metrics can be more than 10% deviated f rom the actual result. 
I n this section, we consider using the Moment Closure Methods 
to improve FFA. 
As we w i l l see shortly, a set of differential equations for the 
moments of the C T M C state variables can be derived by Kol-
mogorov Forward Equation. They are not solvable because the 
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lower order moments depend on higher order moments wh ich 
leads to a system of d i f ferent ia l equations of in f in i te size. I n 
par t i cu la r for our case, the f irst order moment (mean) is found 
depending on the second order moments (variance terms), the 
second order moments are found depending on the t h i r d order 
moments, and so on. Moment closure method is to t runcate the 
set of in f in i te size system to some finite orders. For instance, 
the F F A i l lus t ra ted in Section 4.4.2 can be t reated as the sim-
plest Momen t Closure M e t h o d which ignores al l the stochastic 
var iat ions. 
There is qui te a r ich set of l i teratures at Ecology and Epi-
demiology [33，39，40, 23] to investigate the Moment Closure 
Methods for some popu la t ion g rowth models such as stochastic 
logist ic model®. 
Momen t Closure Methods have been suggested in [56] at 
i ts appendix C to model E R w i t h recovery scheme. They are 
adopted for the two heterogeneous node types model. I n ad-
d i t ion , we also have explored some Moment Closure Methods 
proposed in the previous work to improve the FFA and inves-
t igated on thei r accuracy by examining the numerical solutions 
under dif ferent heterogeneous settings. 
Derivation of ODE by Moment Closure Methods 
Recall t ha t we are interested in E R for single-message-delivery 
under two heterogeneous node types model. The to ta l number 
of nodes excluding source node and dest inat ion node is denotes 
as N. There are Na super nodes and NjS normal nodes in the 
network. The source and dest inat ion nodes are bo th assumed to 
be normal nodes. The C T M C model for E R is shown in Fig. 4.2. 
The O D E on delay C D F in (4.5) can be adopted d i rect ly because 
the considering system model is same as the last section. 
6It refers to a Birth-Death process with finite state spaces and with an absorbing state 
at the origin 
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We a t t e m p t to fo l low a s imi lar approach as the one shown in 
the appendix C of [56] t o f irst derive the cumulant generat ing 
funct ion. The cumulant generat ing func t ion is the logar i thm of 
moment generat ing funct ion. I t is adopted for the sake of faci l i -
t a t i n g the der ivat ion of the variance terms Var{I)^ Var{J) and 
covariance t e r m Cov(I, J). I t is because cumulant generat ing 
func t ion is capable of d i rec t ly generat ing the mean, second and 
t h i r d centra l moments (cumulants)^ instead of moments wh ich 
s imp l i f y the der ivat ion. 
We f i rst s impl i fy the no ta t ion of the transient state prob-
ab i l i t y def in i t ion P[s,c供 in Section 4.4.1. The exp l ic i t l y ex-
pressed in i t i a l state S is omi t ted , and i ts no ta t ion is re-defined 
as P i j { t ) = P[s,c]{t)^ where (z, j ) 二 C. We ignore the absorbing 
state and consider only the Ko lmogorov Forward Equat ion for 
the popu la t ion growing process: 
We consider the generat ing funct ion of state variables / ⑴ and 
J{t). M u l t i p l y b o t h sides by e似+。2j. and sum over al l values of 
I and j . O m i t the t ime t and let M 二 Ya • The 
moment generat ing funct ion dM/dt of state variables / ⑴ and 
J ( t ) is: 
^ = - { ^ { N X s s a + (TV/? + + ^ { N X n s a + { N P + 
at aUi (it/2 
(PM \ ( f M \ 。 ( f M 、 、 nATO I i 、 \ 、 
- 1 ^ � — — 2 福 A . ) + + 
dM,,… 、、、 ( f M 、 (PM \ 、 
“ d M , … 、 d M , … 、 、 c f M 、d^M^ 
+ 〜 狐 ⑷ + i 严 a ) — A 似 涵 -
^The central moment of order k is defined as fik 二 E[{X — X)'^]. 
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Le t t i ng K — logM, then the fo l lowing propert ies can be es-
tabl ished to fac i l i ta te the der ivat ion of the cumulant generat ing 
funct ion: 
dK _ 1 dM 
~dt — 
dK — 1 dM 
dK _ 1 dM 
W2 = M 
(PK — 1 dPM — 1 dM dM 
dM<92 = — M 2 (W2 dOi 
cPK — 1 CPM 1 rdMV 
二 \ j F i j 
(fK — 1 cPM 1 UMV 
二 Jd^del ~ Jp \ 
The cumulant generat ing funct ion dK/dt is then derived as: 
^ = - & N X s s a + {Nf3 + + ^{NXr^sCx + {N(3 + 
at cLui au2 
dPK / ^ y _ (fK (dKV 
- 入 “ " ^ ^ ‘ ( 两 + teJ ) 
� � ， c P K d K d K , , O o ^ d ^ U . r n 1 � � � 
- + • 瓦 ) ) + 〜 ( ( 撃 1)‘） 
dK…TO i � \ � � / cPK dKdK^ 
+ 瓦 ( ( 耶 + 瓦 瓦 ） 
(fK dK dK cPK f d K W � 
- ‘ ( 5 ^ + — “ w + � ) ） （ ） 
By tak ing the par t ia l derivative of 9i and O2 respectively on (4.6) 
and sett ing Oi — 62 = 0 yields the fol lowing system of di f ferent ial 
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equations for the f i rst order cumulant (mean): 
I'{t) = I{t)XssaN + J{t)Xr,saN - XnsCov{I, J) 
-XnsI{t)J{t) — XssVar{I) — XssiW) (4.7) 
f{t) = mXUPN + 1) + J{t)Xnn{PN + 1) - XnsCov{I, J) 
- K s l _ t ) 一 KnVar{J) — \nn{J{tf) (4.8) 
where 7(t), J(t ) , Var[I)^ Var{J) and Ccnj(J, J) denote the mean 
of infected super nodes, infected normal nodes; variance on the 
number of infected super nodes, norma l nodes and the covari-
ance between the number of infected super nodes and normal 
nodes respectively. The t ime t is om i t ted for s impl ic i ty for later 
three terms. Tak ing one fur ther derivat ive on (4.6) and sett ing 
01 and 02 to zero yields the expressions of the three second or-
der cumulant terms which are found depending on t h i r d order 
cumulants. I n contrast, set t ing the three terms to zero yields 
the ODEs of FFA in (4.3) and (4.4). 
Di rect examinat ion on the order of derivatives of 6i and 62 
in R.H.S. of (4.6) or fur ther der iv ing the higher order moments 
by repeat ing the above procedure in our case can ver i fy tha t 
the lower order moments are indeed depending on higher order 
moments. Thus the system of equations should be in in f in i te 
size and is not solvable. 
Therefore, we approximate the system of equations by Mo-
ment Closure Methods. I n Section 4.4.2, the simplest Moment 
Closure Me thod which ignores al l stochastic var iabi l i ty , have 
been derived and gives reasonably close est imations on the per-
formance metrics. 
I n th is section, we adopted the set of Moment Closure Meth-
ods in [56] to improve FFA by est imat ing the ignored variance 
terms Var{I), Var(J) and covariance te rm Cov{I, J). The tech-
niques employed in most of the Moment Closure Methods in 
previous l i teratures [33, 39, 40，23] such as Mu l t i -Var ia te Nor-
mal ( M V N ) , Lognormal, etc are based on the assumption tha t 
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state variables I { t ) and J ( t ) at a par t icu lar t ime t > 0 fol lows 
some d is t r ibu t ions and use thei r p roper ty to close the system 
of moment d i f ferent ia l equations. For example, M V N assumes 
the state variables are mul t i -var ia te norma l d i s t r i bu t ion wh ich 
leads to the t h i r d order cumulants equal to zero and close the 
moment d i f ferent ia l equations at second order. I n par t icu lar , we 
consider two add i t iona l Moment Closure Methods beside FFA 
in Section 4.4.2: 
• Lognorma l method: I t assumes the logar i thm of state vari-
ables I { t ) and J{t) fol lows a mul t i -var ia te normal d is t r ibu-
t ion . Then the t h i r d order central moment can be expressed 
as lower order central moments. 
• T h i r d order method: I t is suggested in [56], wh ich s imply 
set the t h i r d order central moments to zero. 
Remarks on Moment Closure Method in Second Order 
One remark on Lognormal method is tha t the derived moment 
di f ferent ia l equations do not al low I { t ) or J{t) equals to zero. I t 
is due to the expressions of t h i r d order cumulants contain the 
terms 1 /7 ( t ) and 1/J{t). Since our model starts w i t h in i t i a l con-
d i t i on of 7(0) 二 0, we have avoid th is by sett ing a smal l f ract ion 
value at t ime zero as 7(0) = 0.0000001 to skip a very short pe-
r iod at the beginning of the process. The value 0.0000001 is cho-
sen after ver i fy ing tha t fur ther decreasing the value causes only 
negligible change on the infect ion popu la t ion g rowth est imat ion 
and mean delay. For example, fur ther decreasing 0.0000001 by 
ten t imes only causes an accumulated change on I { t ) by 1.12—5 
for 0 < t < 100 under one par t icu lar sett ing of Xss = 0.006, 
\ns = 0.005, Ann = 0.004, N = 500 and 50% super nodes. 
A l ternat ive ly , mul t i -var ia te normal method ( M V N ) is also 
another opt ion of Moment Closure Methods in Epidemiology 
for closing the moments dif ferential equations at second order. 
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I t assumes the state variables fol low a mul t i -var ia te normal dis-
t r i b u t i o n wh ich gives zero values to t h i r d order cumulants. Th is 
me thod has been considered in [56] for closing the moments dif-
ferent ia l equations wh ich give closer approx imat ion t han Log-
no rma l method. However, M V N suffers f rom the prob lem tha t 
the ODEs may not have stable equ i l ib r ium [56]. The solut ion 
diverge and [33, 39] a t t r ibu tes i t to the large var iab i l i t y under 
some settings. We can also observe tha t the solut ion diverges 
over cer ta in ranges of the network parameters. I n homogeneous 
case, [56] shows t ha t the solut ion diverges for E R w i t h forward-
ing p robab i l i t y ranging f rom 0.01 to 0.3. I n our case, we have 
also been prob ing for the parameters range for convergency for 
E R over dif ferent heterogeneity settings. We have roughly es-
t ima ted t ha t i f b o t h A^s and 入腿 differ f rom Xns for more than 
20% of the Xns magni tude, then M V N method gives diverge so-
lu t ion . Since th is range is too narrow to be useful for model ing 
dif ferent heterogeneous settings though i t can be more accurate 
as shown in [56]. We have ignored th is op t ion in our case. 
Numerical Solutions of Moment Closure Methods 
We are going to examine the three Moment Closure Methods de-
scribed above: FFA, Lognormal method and T h i r d order method. 
The three invest igat ing methods close the system of ODEs at 
f i rst, second and t h i r d order moments respectively. Accord ing 
to their characteristics on the closing order for the system of 
ODEs, we denote the labels “1st order moment" for FFA, "2rd 
order moment" for Lognormal method and “3rd order moment" 
for T h i r d order method in al l the figures of th is section. 
The variances Var{I) and Var(J)’ covariance Cov{I, J ) , mean 
number of infected normal nodes / ( t ) , mean number of infected 
super nodes J(t), delay CDF P(t), mean delay D and relative 
model ing errors ErVrei are computed numerical ly for al l Moment 
Closure Methods. Some of the results are shown in a series of 
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graphs f r om Fig. 4.6 to Fig. 4.11. 
We assume the encounter rate parameters A55, A似 and A腿 for 
a l l results are assigned by ( A . l ) under R D mob i l i t y model w i t h 
parameters selected f rom only the case {Vs-max 二 60, Vs-min 二 
15) in Table A.2. To ta l number of nodes N 二 bQ for Fig. 4.6 to 
Fig. 4.8 and only the sett ings of 8% super nodes and 60% super 
nodes are shown. The results for Fig. 4.6 to Fig. 4.8 are p lo t t i ng 
against the t ime spanning f rom 0 to 100 seconds. 
Fig. 4.9, Fig. 4.10 and Fig. 4.11 adopt the same set t ing as 
the above case bu t they also consider the 100 nodes set t ing in 
add i t ion to 50 nodes sett ing. I n Fig. 4.10 and Fig. 4.11，the 
presenting results are mean delay D and the errors ErVrei against 
dif ferent sett ings f rom 0% super nodes to 100% super nodes 
whi le Fig. 4.9 shows the delay C D F for t ime spanning f rom 0 to 
100 seconds. 
I n add i t ion to the numerical results of three Moment Closure 
Methods, C T M C model numerical results are also shown to com-
pare against the results by approx imat ion methods. The vari-
ances and covariance of infections popu la t ion by C T M C model 
are computed numerical ly f rom the vector of t ransient states 
d is t r i bu t ion 7r(0)P(t) i n Section 4.4.1 by ignor ing the weight ing 
of absorpt ion state at the last entry whi le the delay d ist r ibu-
t i on and mean by C T M C model is computed f rom the expres-
sion (4.1) and (4.2) in Section 4.4.1. These results obtained are 
the actual values for the variables they are representing for the 
E R C T M C model shown in Fig. 4.2. They have been verif ied 
against the C T M C model s imulat ion results and act as the ref-
erence for O D E solutions error examinat ion. 
Not ice tha t Moment Closure Methods only provide approxi-
mat ions for the variance terms Var(I), Var(J) and covariance 
t e rm Cov(J, J). The corresponding results on the three terms by 
Moment Closure Methods should be deviated f rom their actual 
values. 
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Covariance of infected nodes for Epidemic Routing 
with total nodes N=50 
( l =0.0040; I =0.0030; X =0.0015) 
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Figure 4.6: Covariance of infected nodes by Moment Closure Methods and 
CTMC model 
Results of Variances and Covariance 
Fig. 4.6 shows the covariance Cov{I^ J) against t ime. The re-
sult by F F A is not shown among the labeled curves because i t 
always equals to zero which is corresponding to the x-axis. The 
result by C T M C model shows tha t Cov{I, J) is always posi-
t ive across the t ime spanned and the results of Cov{I, J) by 
different Moment Closure Methods are always smaller t han the 
C T M C result. I t reflects tha t the covariance has been underes-
t ima ted by the Moment Closure Methods. I n addi t ion, we also 
obta ined simi lar observations on the two variance terms Var{I) 
and Var{J) and they are shown in Fig. B.3 and Fig. B.4 respec-
t ively. 
Furthermore, we also t r ied a number of other settings to ex-
amine the variance terms and covariance term, we observed tha t 
al l three methods underestimate the three terms over many dif-
ferent settings. The consequences of these errors on performance 
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metr ics are shown in Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 4.8 where the number of 
infected nodes and delay C D F have been p lo t ted against t ime 
for fu r ther examinat ion on model ing error. 
Number of total infected nodes for Epidemic Routing 
with total nodes N=50 
(X =0.0040; X =0.0030; X =0.0015) 
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Figure 4.7: Mean number of infected total nodes by Moment Closure Meth-
ods and CTMC model 
Results of Infections Population Growth and Delay Distribution 
On the infect ion popu la t ion growth, the C T M C results in Fig. 4.7 
are lagging behind the Moment Closure Methods results. More-
over, the same observation can also be found for the popu la t ion 
g rowth of each node type / ( t ) and J { t ) in Fig. B.5 and B.6. I t 
shows tha t underest imat ion of the variances and covariance by 
the three Moment Closure Methods results in an overestima-
t i on of infections populat ion. Th is conclusion matches w i t h the 
direct observation on the ODEs in (4.3) and (4.4) where the co-
efficients of three second order cumulant terms Var(I), Var(J) 
and Cov(I, J) are always posit ive. Thus underest imat ing these 
terms leads to higher g rowth rate and consequently result ing in 
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Delay CDF of Epidemic Routing with total nodes N=50 
(k =0.0040; X =0.0030; X =0.0015) 
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Figure 4.8: Delay CDF by Moment Closure Methods and CTMC model 
the populat ion size overestimation. 
F inal ly this overestimated populat ion size leads to overesti-
mat ion of the delay C D F as shown in Fig. 4.8 and Fig. 4.9 . 
I n part icular, C T M C results are approximately lagging behind 
around 10% to 15% f rom O D E results for the two i l lustrated 
settings. Similarly, the observed populat ion size overestimation 
can also be inferred direct ly f rom the expression of (4.5) w i t h 
the known facts that I{t) and J ( t ) have been overestimated and 
coefficients of I{t) and J{t) are always positive. Error com-
parison among the three methods can be direct ly done through 
comparing the distance between the C T M C results and each of 
the O D E results. For instance we can conclude f rom the shown 
numerical results in Fig. 4.8 that the accuracy, in descending 
order, for three different Moment Closure Methods is: 
1. Second order Lognormal method 
2. T h i r d order method 
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Delay CDF of Epidemic Routing for a DTN with 50% super nodes and 50% normal node: 
(k =0.0040, X =0.0030, X =0.0015) 
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Figure 4.9: Delay CDF by Moment Closure Methods and CTMC model for 
different number of total node N 
3. F i rs t order method (FFA) 
Results of Mean Delay and Modeling Error 
Fig. 4.8 and Fig. 4.9 show only the results of some par t icu lar 
settings. A number of other settings have also been examined for 
the model ing accuracy. We observed tha t the above order ing on 
accuracy can always be found over a large var ia t ion of settings. 
I n th is section, we present a more comprehensive set of re-
sults on mean delay D and relat ive error ErVrei f rom Fig. 4.10 
to Fig. 4.11 by considering the settings of different to ta l nodes 
number N , The other settings are the same as the previous 
cases f rom Fig. 4.6 to Fig. 4.8. 
Each data point on each O D E solut ion curve among these 
figures is computed f rom the numerical solut ion of delay C D F 
O D E in (4.5) for the t ime f rom 0 to 250 w i t h 0.01 step size. 
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Mean delay of Epidemic Routing for different number of total nodes N 
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Figure 4.10: Mean delay by Moment Closure Methods and CTMC model for 
different number of nodes N 
Relative error on delay of different moments closure methods for different number of total nodes N 
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Figure 4.11: Relative error on mean delay of Moment Closure Methods for 
different number of nodes N 
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I n Fig. 4.10，mean delay D of dif ferent Moment Closure Meth -
ods and C T M C are p lo t ted against dif ferent percentage of su-
per nodes in D T N w i t h t o ta l nodes N equals to 50 and 100 
respectively. Each data po in t , when compar ing between C T M C 
result and O D E result , behaves s imi lar ly to the result shown in 
Fig. 4.8. Thus the mean delay result by Moment Closure Meth-
ods is always lower than C T M C result as the consequence of the 
overest imated I { t ) and J{t). 
Fur thermore, we also observe tha t model ing D T N w i t h larger 
number of nodes gives lower delay. I t is because the set t ing of 
higher t o ta l node number is equivalent to higher nodes density. 
Then higher nodes density leads to higher encounter rate and 
therefore speeds up the data message delivery. 
The results at 0% super nodes correspond to the homoge-
neous set t ing where al l nodes are normal nodes. The results 
at th is set t ing are same as those computed f rom the ODEs 
in [56] where the authors in [56] have derived the ODEs f rom 
one-dimensional C T M C model. However, the results at 100% 
super nodes do not represent the homogeneous sett ing because 
we assume the source and dest inat ion nodes are normal nodes. 
Cont ra ry to the 0% sett ing, the results at 100% sett ing should 
deviated rather signif icant ly f rom tha t in [56]. I t is caused by 
the encounter-rate-bott lenecks between source and relays as well 
as relays and dest inat ion where these bott lenecks do not exist 
in homogeneous sett ing in [56 . 
We define the relat ive error between O D E solutions and C T M C 
model solutions as fol low: 
EtTj-QI = (Dmcm 一 ^ m c ) / ^mc 
• Errrel'- Relat ive error 
• Dmcm- Mean delay f rom moment closure methods 
• Dmc- Mean delay f rom C T M C model 
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T h e corresponding relat ive error ErVrei for the sett ings in Fig. 
4.10 is shown in Fig. 4.11. F i rs t , the error results show tha t 
higher number of nodes can improve the accuracy for the three 
Momen t Closure Methods. Th is p roper ty is known for FFA and 
is also observed for higher order Moment Closure Methods by 
th is result. Second, we observe tha t the relat ive error results are 
higher when the popu la t ion is heterogeneous rather t han homo-
geneous. The m a x i m u m error set t ing located by observat ion is 
around 40% to 60% super nodes whi le the m i n i m u m error can 
be observed at the set t ing of 0% super nodes in th is sett ing. 
F rom the ODEs (4.7) and (4.8), the deviat ions of the above 
methods results f rom their actual values are solely due to the 
differences on the terms Var(J), Var(J) and Cov{I, J). FFA 
and Moment Closure Methods have ignored al l variance and co-
variance terms or t runcate t hem at some moment orders. A n 
impo r tan t result is t ha t either having a large N set t ing or ho-
mogeneous network sett ing w i t h al l norma l nodes give small 
model ing error. 
Remarks on Fluid Flow Approximation 
We have invest igated the use of FFA and Moment Closure Meth-
ods on model ing E R under the two heterogeneous node model. 
On ly a subset of Moment Closure Methods have been experi-
mented to approx imate the variance terms and covariance te rm 
of the state variables for improv ing FFA. There are also other 
Moment Closure Methods [39] such as mul t i -var ia te Poisson dis-
t r i bu t i on , mul t i -var ia te B inomia l d is t r ibut ion, etc for approxi-
ma t ing the d is t r ibu t ion of state variables. 
The numerical solutions show tha t model ing error can be 
improved by Moment Closure Methods when compared w i t h 
FFA bu t the improvement is not signif icant. I n par t icu lar , our 
adopted Moment Closure Methods are quite popular for stochas-
t ic logistic model though our model is different f rom the stochas-
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t ic logistic model. The two state variables are negatively related 
in stochastic logistic model whi le they are posit ively related in 
our model. Th is may const i tute a reason why the effect of Mo-
ment Closure Methods is not very satisfactory. Therefore one 
possible fu ture work is to find a more appropriate approxima-
t ion for the state variables to construct a more accurate Moment 
Closure Method for E R or other mult iple-copy rout ing strate-
gies. 
The above derivations and results show only the case of ER. 
However, as i t is s imi lar ly i l lustrated in [56], this O D E frame-
work is generic and is capable to be applied on other mult ip le-
copy rout ing strategies after some addi t ional modif ications. Thus 
the two heterogeneous node model O D E framework can be fur-
ther extended for other strategies as another possible future 
work. 
4.5 Conclusion on DTN with Node Hetero-
geneity 
I n this chapter, we have investigated the modeling of ER un-
der two heterogeneous node types model. A series of revisions 
has been done on C T M C modeling, FFA and Moment Closure 
Methods under this model, the results including: 
• A two-dimensional C T M C model has been formulated to 
extend the previous model. 
• The F lu id Flow Approx imat ion (FFA) in [56, 19] has been 
extended. 
• The Moment Closure Methods in [56] has been extended. 
The numerical solution results show that modeling error is 
varying for different node heterogeneity settings. 
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Our model on node heterogeneity has been set up by two het-
erogeneous node types w i t h different speeds. However, model 
on node heterogeneity can also be established by al ternat ive pa-
rameters such as radio range, epoch length, pause length, etc. 
For instance, [46] has also extended the mean inter-encounter 
interval result of Random Direct ion mobi l i t y model for a hetero-
geneous node model w i t h different epoch length. There are also 
some more extensions on performance modeling, including in-
creasing the number of node types, model ing other mult iple-copy 
rout ing strategies and considering the resource constraints. In 
par t icu lar , the resource constrained scenario has been reviewed 
by s imulat ion in Chapter 3 under homogeneous case. The Mo-
ment Closure Methods can also be further improved by devising 
a more appropriate assumption on state variables d is t r ibut ion 
to close the moment differential equations. 
To conclude, our work represents one typical case on mult iple-
copy rout ing under a D T N w i t h heterogeneous node types. The 
model ing methods can be further generalized for different vari-
ations in the future. We finally remark that some real wor ld 
empir ical studies [20] have already shown that exponential dis-
t r i bu t i on of inter-encounter interval assumption is not necessar-
i ly true. This suggests that an alternative model rather C T M C 
model can yield a more accurate model for performance model-
ing. Some recent work [8, 1] has at tempted to derive analyt ical ly 
the performance impact of non-exponential ly d istr ibuted inter-
encounter interval. In part icular, [8] has proposed an alternative 
analyt ical model by t reat ing the encounter process between node 
pair as renewal process instead of Poisson process. This aspect 
can also be one direct ion of the future work. 
• End of chapter. 
Chapter 5 
Conclusion and Future Work 
I n th is thesis, we have made extensions on the previous anal-
ysis model for evaluating the mult iple-copy rout ing strategies 
in Delay Tolerant Network ing ( D T N ) and investigated the cor-
responding impacts. The adopted extensions include: imposing 
bandwid th and buffer constraints on network nodes and al lowing 
network nodes to take heterogeneous types w i t h differentiated 
message relaying capabilit ies. The extensions incorporate two 
essential real wor ld factors of resource constraints and node het-
erogeneity for improv ing the analysis model to be more realistic. 
On the other hand, adopt ing the extensions also affects the anal-
ysis model. Some previously ignored factors such as forwarding 
strategy, buffer management strategy and network heterogeneity 
sett ing w i l l al l become relevant for evaluating delay performance 
or other metrics after the change. 
The impacts have been investigated separately for each of 
the two extensions. For the resource constrained model, we per-
formed simulat ion study to investigate the impact of resource 
constraints under two alternative forwarding and buffer man-
agement strategies. For the heterogeneous nodes model, the 
previously continuous t ime Markov Chain ( C T M C ) model and 
F lu id Flow Approx imat ion (FFA) have been revised for the two 
heterogeneous node types model. Then the impacts on delay 
and modeling error behavior have been studied through the nu-
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merical solutions for different node heterogeneity settings. 
There are two main results for mult ip le-copy rout ing under 
resource constrained D T N : delay is generally higher which re-
flects tha t the C T M C model commonly adopted in previous 
work[46, 48, 56, 19, 16, 30, 45, 8, 1] is just an overoptimist ic 
model prov id ing only the delay lower bound. In addi t ion, the 
existence of op t ima l message-replication l im i t for the baseline 
F IFO-w i th -B lock ing forwarding and buffer management strat-
egy reflects tha t the resource contentions induced by excessive 
copies can degrade rather than improve the delay performance. 
Th is result on the delay-message-replication-limit trade-offs re-
lat ionship is different f rom tha t reported by the previous single-
message-delivery model. 
Moreover, we also invented an alternat ively forwarding and 
buffer management strategy namely RRFS-wi th-RandomDrop 
a lgor i thm to avoid delay degradation in F IFO-wi th-B lock ing 
at large message-replication l im i t . The superior capabi l i ty of 
the RRFS-wi th-RandomDrop on reducing delivery delay shows 
the importance of forwarding and buffer management strategies 
when network resource is l imited. 
For the D T N w i t h node heterogeneity, we extended the pre-
vious Absorbing Pure-B i r th C T M C model to a two dimensional 
model and also adapted the previous FFA for two heterogeneous 
node types model. The results i l lustrate quant i tat ively the re-
lat ionship between delay and penetrat ion rat io of the superior 
node type (super node) in relaying messages. Since super node 
often requires higher cost for its operation, the relationship sug-
gests an alternative trade-offs for delay by higher cost super 
node. Moreover, modeling error of FFA has also been investi-
gated by the reference result f rom the two-dimensional C T M C 
model. A vast set of numerical results over different node het-
erogeneity settings shows that increasing to ta l number of nodes 
or decreasing node heterogeneity level gives a more accurate es-
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t ima t i on of delay under F lu id Flow Approx imat ion (FFA) . We 
also improved the FFA by Moment Closure Methods where we 
find the 2nd order moment method gives best improvement. 
The two extensions represent an improvement step on pre-
vious model in captur ing addi t ional real wor ld networking con-
straints and settings. Compar ing the previous model, the ex-
tended model is more general and more realistic, though its 
compl icat ion level has also been inevi tably increased. The ex-
tensions, which covers a wider range of real wor ld scenarios, 
allow more thorough analysis on existing strategies and network 
design constraints for better performance improvement. 
Future work include characterizing some further mobi l i t y mod-
els for their inter-encounter interval properties, extending fur-
ther on the performance evaluation models which can allow 
more heterogeneous node types, deriving analyt ical ly the op-
t ima l message-replication l im i t under a D T N w i t h resource con-
straints, studying the potent ia l impact on network capacity of 
mult iple-copy rout ing strategies and f inding a more accurate 
Moment Closure Method. 
• End of chapter. 
Appendix A 
Random Direction Mobility 
Model 
For wireless network performance analysis, Random Direction 
(RD) mob i l i t y model [38] is one of the most popular mob i l i t y 
models. R D and some closely simi lar mob i l i t y models such as 
Random Waypo in t (RWP) and Random Walk (RW) mob i l i t y 
models, are b o t h commonly adopted in some earlier work [30, 
16, 48] as the assumed model for node mob i l i t y pat tern. R D 
model has a nice proper ty of exponent ia l ly d is t r ibu ted inter-
encounter in terval between node pair w i t h one unif ied mean. 
Th is proper ty has been established in [16] under the condi-
t i on tha t t ransmission range is relat ively small compared w i t h 
the side of a rectangular network area and node speed is high. 
Th is proper ty of R D model can be found useful in jus t i f y ing 
the Markov ian assumption for Markov Chain modeling. The 
corresponding mean inter-encounter interval can be computed 
d i rect ly f rom model parameters [16, 46]. However, most previ-
ous work considered only the homogeneous node model. I n this 
section, we take a revision on Random Direct ion (RD) mob i l i t y 
model inter-encounter interval under heterogeneous node model. 
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A. l Mean Inter-encounter Interval 
T h e nodes in R D model traverse in a sequence of l inear segments 
w i t h i n a confined area. The speed and d i rect ion are selected 
f r om un i f o rm d i s t r i bu t i on before t raversing next l inear segment. 
Pause of random dura t ion is also added before s ta r t ing to t ra-
verse next segment. Du r i ng the t ime interval a node is t raversing 
a par t icu lar segment, i ts speed and d i rect ion are kept constant. 
We adopt the termino logy f rom [46] so tha t the t ime interval for 
t ravers ing a segment is denoted as an epoch. The ord inary R D 
model requires the inpu t parameters shown in Table A . l . 
Table A.l : Parameters for Random Direction mobility model 
Symbols Corresponding parameter 
M Size of network area. It can be a rectangular area with 
boundaries of either wrap around or reflection settings. 
Vmax Maximum speed of a node. 
Vmin Minimum speed of a node. 
Pmax Maximum pause of a node. 
Pmin Minimum pause of a node. 
K Radio range of a mobile node. 
L Mean epoch length - mean distance travels for a epoch. 
The fo l lowing describes the actual steps for synthesizing the 
nodes trajector ies of R D mob i l i t y model. 
1. choose a mov ing di rect ion 6 for next epoch un i fo rmly be-
tween [0, 27t). 
2. choose a moving speed v for next epoch un i fo rmly between 
^min t o \^rnax • 
3. choose a dura t ion T for next epoch f rom an exponential 
d is t r ibu t ion w i t h mean L/v where v = {Vmax + Knin) /2 . 
4. move according to the chosen direct ion 0 and speed v for 
T t ime un i t . 
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5. choose a pause dura t ion p un i fo rmly between Pmin to Pmax-
6. pause for p amount of t ime and re tu rn to step 1. 
The symbols l isted in Table A . l and above procedure are for 
the Random Di rec t ion mob i l i t y model w i t h homogeneous nodes. 
Therefore a l l nodes are fo l lowing only one set of parameters. I n 
previous work , the inter-encounter interval has been shown ap-
prox imate ly exponent ia l ly d is t r ibuted. For the mean of inter-
encounter interval , bo th [46] and [16] derived the result. [46 
provides an accurate closed-form result whi le [15] provides an 
approx imat ion result wh ich requires a more restr ict ive parame-
ters set t ing for i ts accuracy. Since the later one is less applicable, 
therefore we choose to work on the result i n [46]. We first begin 
w i t h the established result i n [46]: 
M 
EMrd 二 2K{plv + 2pm{l-Pm)v) ( A . l ) 
• E M r d - mean inter-encounter interval 
• M - size of network area w i t h wrap around sett ing 
• K - range of a node 
• Pm- probab i l i t y for a node is moving in un i t t ime = Tmove/ 
( T m o v e + T s t o p ) w h e r e Tmove 二 L 丨 V , T s t o p = [ P m a x in ) / 2 
a n d V = ( V m a x + V m i n ) / ' ^ 
• V - expected relat ive speed between two moving nodes w i t h 
—* —> —* —* 
velocities A and B, i.e. v 二 丑[丨丨乂 — B\\ 
The proof of ( A . l ) can be found in [46]. We describe some of 
i ts details to prepare for mod i fy ing ( A . l ) under heterogeneous 
node model. The i r proof starts by f irst considering the "h i t -
t ing" probab i l i t y between a mobi le node and a stat ionary node 
located un i fo rmly on the network area for a par t icu lar epoch. 
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" h i t t i n g " is defined as the mobi le node swapping an area cov-
er ing the locat ion of the s ta t ionary node. B y the proper ty of 
un i f o rm spat ia l d i s t r i bu t ion of a mov ing node in R D model, th is 
t e r m is independent of the end-points locat ions of an epoch and 
is known as p i — 2 K L i / M , where L i is the length of a par-
t i cu la r epoch and pi is the corresponding "h i t t i ng " probabi l i ty . 
T h e n the author considers the so journ t ime ( in t e r m of num-
ber of epoch) d i s t r i bu t ion before next "h i t t i ng " event for the 
mobi le node s ta r t ing f rom its s ta t ionary d is t r ibu t ion . B y er-
godic p roper ty of the random process describing the length and 
end-points of epochs sequence [4], the d is t r i bu t ion can be re-
solved and is found to be geometr ical ly d is t r ibu ted w i t h mean 
equals M/{2KL). M u l t i p l y i n g i t to the mean dura t ion of an 
epoch L/v + Tstop and le t t ing Tmove = L / v yields the expected 
“hitting，’ t ime expression: 
ETj-d — 2KL^ {"^move + Tstop) ( A . 2 ) 
Rewr i t i ng the expression in the fo rm ET“ 二 MI2K饰饥 for 
Vm = fmove!{Tmove^Tstop) wherePm stands for the average frac-
t i on of t ime in an epoch the mobi le node is in mot ion. Then 
ET“ can be reinterpreted as the expected sojourn t ime before 
"h i t t i ng " under the sett ing tha t epoch dura t ion always equals to 
uni ty. Du r i ng each epoch of un i t durat ion, the mobi le node ei-
ther moves w i t h p robab i l i t ypm or pauses w i t h probab i l i t y l—prn, 
therefore expected epoch length equals to Pm^-
Final ly, the case for bo th two nodes are mobi le is going to be 
considered: we f irst consider the relat ive speed v in for 
bo th nodes are moving, which can be calculated by tak ing the 
expectat ion on the vector difference for the two mov ing nodes. 
There are three possible states for the two mobi le nodes dur-
ing each un i t dura t ion epoch: (1) bo th nodes are moving w i t h 
probab i l i t y (2) only one node is moving w i t h probabi l i ty 
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2pm( l — pm) and (3) b o t h node are in pause w i t h p robab i l i t y 
(1 — Pm)2. Therefore the average relat ive speed for b o t h two 
nodes are mobi le equals to pl^v + — Pm)^- Replacing pmV 
by th is t e r m in ET^,^ yields the result in ( A . l ) . 
We then consider the two heterogeneous node types Random 
D i rec t ion (RD) mob i l i t y model. A l l nodes are classified in to 
two types: one type is representing the super node wh ich is 
mov ing i n higher average speed and another type is representing 
the normal node wh ich is mov ing in lower average speed. The 
nodes tak ing the role of super node move w i t h the set of speed 
parameters Vg-max and Vg-min whi le the nodes tak ing the role of 
normal node move w i t h another set of speed parameters Vn-max 
and Vn—min. The former one has a higher average speed Vg = 
(Vs-max-I-Vs-min)/2 than the later one K = (K-max + K-mm)/2. 
We consider only the impact on the inter-encounter interval. 
The mean inter-encounter interval EMj-d in ( A . l ) is going to be 
revised. Since encounterings between different node types are 
independent of each others、We a t tempt to classify E M r d into 
three encounter types: 
• EMrd-ss' the mean inter-encounter interval between two 
super nodes 
• E Mr dsn- the mean inter-encounter interval between a su-
per node and a normal node 
• EMrd—nn: the mean inter-encounter interval between two 
normal nodes 
Since al l nodes st i l l move under R D mob i l i t y model, the above 
proof of E M r d applies to bo th three cases and lead to a simi lar 
expression as ( A . l ) . The encounterings between the node pair 
of EMrd-ss and E M r ‘ n are equivalent to homogeneous case 
^ All nodes move independently in Random Direction Mobility model 
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which equals to ( A . l ) . For the heterogeneous case correspond-
ing to EMrd-sn , the expression of average relat ive speed between 
any two mobi le nodes p'^v + — Pm)v in the denominator 
of ( A . l ) needed to be revised accordingly. The expression be-
comes Pm-sPm-nV + Pm-sO~ 一 Pm-n)Vs + Pm-n(l — Pm-s)Vn' Pm-s 
and Pm-n are corresponding to mov ing p robab i l i t y in un i t t ime 
for super node and norma l node respectively. They are com-
pu ted by fo l lowing the def in i t ion of pm d i rec t ly w i t h the re-
plcaements of v by Vg and Vn for super nodes and normal nodes 
respectively. 
O n revising the relat ive speed v for the heterogeneous node 
types, we consider the scenario the two mobi le nodes are mov ing 
w i t h speed H and d i rect ion difference 9 in Fig. A . l . Cosine 
fo rmu la (A.3) is immedia te ly known for the magni tude of the 
vector difference K . 
K' = + 片 - 2 V a V t c o s { 9 ) (A.3) 
Since the mov ing d i rect ion is un i fo rmly d is t r ibu ted and bor-
ders of network area can be ignored because of wrap around set-
t ing. Consider the general scenario shown in Fig. A .2 in which 
the two mobi le nodes move in the direct ions tha t are a and (3 
f rom the reference. The d is t r ibu t ion of 9 is equivalent to un i fo rm 
d is t r i bu t ion as shown in (A.4) . 
n2TX 
= / P{a = p-0\p)p{p)d(3 
Jo 
P(e) 二 / P〈a 二 (3 -e)P(J3)df3 {because a and p are indep.) 
Jo 广 / 1、2 
尸 ⑷ = I y 邮 
m = ^ ( A . 4 ) 
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Figure A. l : Relative velocity V* between two moving nodes with velocities —* 
Va, Vb and moving direction difference 9 
The expected relat ive speed v is computed by the integral 
in (A.5) : 
厂 2兀 rVmaxl rVmax2 
i 二 / P ( W K ) 聊 
Jo JVrmnl ^ Vrmn2 
^Jv^ + I f - 2VaVtcos{e)dVadVtde ( A . 5 ) 
where P{0) = ^ , = •"““ 
[Vmax2 — Vmin2) 
{y^maxl — ^minl) 
The two pairs of in tegrat ion l im i ts Vmaxi^ Knmi and Vmax2, 
Vmin2 are the m a x i m u m and m i n i m u m speed l im i t for the con-
sidering node pair . Subst i tu t ing them by the speed parameters 
of the two heterogeneous node types y ie ld the relat ive speed be-
tween them. In contrary, subst i tu t ing the l im i ts w i t h the same 
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Figure A.2: Direction difference 9 = f5 — a between two moving nodes with 
velocity vectors equals to Va and H respectively. 
speed parameters obtains the v for homogeneous case. We have 
solved V and EMrd-ns numerical ly under the settings shown in 
Table A.2. The results are shown in Fig. A.3 and Fig. A.4 
respectively where only the parameters Vs-max and Vs-min are 
varying whi le al l other parameters are being constant. 
Fig. A.4 shows that the inter-encounter interval by the an-
alyt ical result matches closely to the one by simulat ion result. 
The numerical result on relative speed v in Fig. A.3 shows that 
i t is about posit ively proport ional to the max imum speed as 
well as the m in imum speed of super nodes. Thus the mean 
inter-encounter interval, which contains v at its denominator, 
shows an inverse proport ional relationship to bo th super node 
max imum speed and min imum speed in Fig. A.4. 
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Table A.2: Parameters for Random Direction mobility model with two het-
erogeneous node types 
Parameter values 
Network area(M) 1000x1000 m^ — 
Radio range(K) 50 m 
Super node max. s p e e d 3 0 45 60 75 90 105 120 ms-1 
Super node min. speed{Vs-min) 0 5 10 15 20 
Normal node max. speed(Ki-max) 15 ms '^ 
Normal node min. speed(Ki_—^i) 10 ms_i 
M a x . pause(尸麵a；) 5 s 
Min. pause(Prnm) 2 s 
Epoch length(Z) 300 m 
A.2 Inter-encounter Interval Distribution 
16] has shown tha t inter-encounter interval is approximately ex-
ponent ial d is t r ibut ion in homogeneous RD mobi l i t y model. We 
review, v ia simulat ion, the inter-encounter interval d is t r ibut ion 
under the heterogeneous node model. We especially consider 
the epoch length parameter where we found i t can be impor-
tant for exponential d is t r ibut ion of inter-encounter interval in 
R D model. 
Under the same parameters set shown in Table A.2. Fig. A.5 
shows the complementary cumulative d is t r ibut ion funct ion (CC-
DF) of inter-encounter interval for a part icular case of Vg-max = 
60 and K - m i n 二 15 . The simulat ion result d is t r ibut ion and 
exponential d is t r ibut ion w i t h mean computed f rom ( A . l ) are 
p lot ted together. The y-axis is in log-scale so that C C D F of 
the exponential d is t r ibut ion follows a straight line w i t h slope 
equals to negative of the mean. Three C C D F curves are corre-
sponding to the three types of encounter events between super 
nodes to super nodes (s-s), normal nodes to super nodes(s-n) 
and normal nodes to normal nodes (n-n). Fig. A.5 shows a good 
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Expected relative speed between super and normal 
for different super node speed settings 
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Figure A.3: Expected relative speed between super and normal node under 
different super node speed settings 
matching between the simulat ion result d is t r ibut ion and expo-
nential d is t r ibut ion for the three encounter types. I t i l lustrates 
tha t exponential d is t r ibut ion of inter-encounter interval can be 
st i l l t rue under two heterogeneous node types model. Neverthe-
less, some encounter examples are also found under short epoch 
length settings. Fig. A.6 shows one case that has the same set-
t ing as Fig. A.5 but the mean epoch length (Z) is much shorter 
which equals to 50. 
I n regarding to the observation, we further compute the Mean 
Absolute E r r o r ( M A E ) between simulat ion result d is t r ibut ion 
and exponential d is t r ibut ion for different mean epoch lengths. 
Fig. A.7 shows the M A E result for the sett ing of Vs-max — 60 
and Vs—min = 15 in Table A.2 w i t h different epoch lengths. The 
result shows that inter-encounter interval is close to exponential 
d ist r ibuted when epoch length is long enough. By this valida-
t ion result, we found that mean epoch length is an addit ional 
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Expected inter-encounter interval between super and normal 
for different super node speed settings 
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Figure A.4: Expected inter-encounter interval under different super node 
speed settings 
factor affecting the exponential d is t r ibut ion of inter-encounter 
interval of R D model w i t h two heterogeneous node types. In par-
t icular , the mobi l i t y pat tern w i t h long epoch is expected to be 
more commonly found in c i ty area where node movement is con-
strained by long straight streets and roads. The result of RD mo-
b i l i t y model w i t h long epoch length sett ing justif ies the adopted 
assumption of exponential d is t r ibut ion of inter-encounter inter-
val where i t is essential for the continuous t ime Markov Chain 
( C T M C ) modeling. 
A.3 Concluding Remarks 
We first revised the mean inter-encounter interval result in previ-
ous work [46] for the Random Direct ion mobi l i ty model w i t h two 
heterogeneous node types having different speeds. Mean inter-
encounter interval between the two heterogeneous node types 
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CCDF of the inter-encounter interval under Random Direction mobility model 
with epoch length equals to 300 
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Figure A.5: CCDF of inter-encounter interval between super node to su-
per nodes(s-s), super node to normal node(s-n) and normal node to normal 
node(n-n) under Random Direction mobility model with epoch length equals 
to 300 
has to be modif ied main ly on the relative speed between two 
node types. The numerical result of mean inter-encounter in-
tervals between the two heterogeneous node types shows that 
i t is about inverse proport ional to the magnitude of super node 
speed parameters. Inter-encounter interval is also found to be 
st i l l exponential ly d istr ibuted for between any node pairs under 
heterogeneous model but exceptional cases are also revealed un-
der short mean epoch length settings. The result in this section 
verified the exponential ly distr ibuted inter-encounter interval for 
jus t i fy ing Markovian assumption in Markov Chain modeling and 
established some numerical solutions as the reference values for 
the mean inter-encounter interval parameters under the two het-
erogeneous node types model. 
R D model has the exponential inter-encounter interval distr i-
but ion property and some other desirable properties for deriving 
the inter-encounter interval. On the other hand, RD mobi l i ty 
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CCDF of the inter-encounter interval under Random Direction mobility model 
with epoch length equals to 50 
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Figure A.6: CCDF of inter-encounter interval between super node to su-
per nodes(s-s), super node to normal node(s-n) and normal node to normal 
node(n-n) under Random Direction mobility model with epoch length equals 
to 50 
can be a worse choice than many other models because of the 
sudden stop，sharp t u r n [6] and some other physical ly less ap-
peal ing characteristics. I n our work, i t is t reated as jus t one 
reference mob i l i t y model for the chapters on performance anal-
ysis. Further analysis on other mob i l i t y models can be possible 
as the fu ture work. 
• End of chapter. 
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Figure A.7: Mean Absolute Error(MAE) between simulation distribution 
and exponential distribution 
Appendix B 
Additional Results by Fluid 
Flow Approximation and 
Moment Closure Methods 
Number of infected normal nodes over time for Epidemic Routing 
with total nodes N=50 
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Figure B.l: Mean number of infected normal nodes by Fluid Flow approxi-
mation and CTMC model 
• End of chapter. 
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Number of infected super nodes over time for Epidemic Routing 
with total nodes N=50 
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Figure B.2: Mean number of infected super nodes by Fluid Flow approxima-
tion and CTMC model 
Variance of infected normal nodes for Epidemic Routing 
with total nodes N=50 
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Figure B.3: Variance of infected super nodes by moment closure methods 
and CTMC model 
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Variance of infected super nodes for Epidemic Routing 
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Figure B.4: Variance of infected normal nodes by moment closure methods 
and CTMC model 
Number of total infected super nodes over time for Epidemic Routing 
with total nodes N=50 
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Figure B.5: Mean number of infected super nodes by moment closure meth-
ods and CTMC model 
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